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aders, Forum I

Theology of an Inhabited Moon
The pre-1830 sources in Van Hale’s
fine presentation on "Mormons and
Moonmen" (SUNSTONE 7:5) give the
reader the impression that the idea of
an inhabitable moon was only the
speculation of the scientific
community. However, the scientific
pronouncements were only the
evidence for a belief which had
already developed from a strong
theological base. Other pre-1830
sources which came from the pen of
theologians are: (1) Francis Goodwin,
The Man in the Moon, or the discourse of a
voyage thither (before 1633); (2) John
Wilkins, The Discovery of a New World, or
a Discourse tending to prove, that ’tis probable
there may be another habitable world in the
Moon, with a discourse concerning the
possibility of a passage thither (1638); and
(3) Joseph Atterley, A Voyage to the
Moon: with some account of the Manners and
Customs, Science and Philosophy, of the People
of Morosofia and other Lunarians (New
York, 1827).

Some early deists and Christians liked
to argue that, since "the Creator made
nothing in vain," every planet is an
inhabited world (e.g., Thomas Paine,
The Age of Reason, 1794, p. 46).
According to this reasoning, if only
one planet was uninhabited, the whole
argument would have been
undermined. This calls to mind
Hyrum’s statement that "every Star
that we see is a world and is
inhabited" (BYU Studies 18:177) and
Brigham’s argument that the sun is
inhabited because "it was not made in
vain" (JD 13:271). That the belief in
the multiplicity of worlds was so wide
spread in the Christian world is
shown by Paine’s use of it in an
argument against the Christian faith.
"Are we to suppose that every world
in the boundless creation had an Eve,
an apple, a serpent and a redeemer?"
(p. 47). Moses 1:33-39 and D&C
88:36-61 may indicate that Joseph
Smith was sensitive to the problem
which Paine pointed out. Andrew
Fuller argued against Paine by saying
that "all the reasoning in favor of a
multiplicity of worlds, inhabited by.

intelligent beings, amounts to no
more than a strong probability. No
man can properly be said to believe it:
it is not a matter of faith, but of
opinion" (The Gospel its Own Witness
New York, 1800, p. 232). Fuller,
however, adds that if indeed there are
many worlds, then Christ’s atonement
could save them as well.
We are now many years away from
the environment of Joseph Smith, and
the arguments surrounding the
multiplicity of worlds no longer
impress upon our minds as they did to
Joseph Smith’s contemporaries. Our
scientific age has modified the earlier
view, holding the hypothesis that only
some of the planets might possess life;
it is no longer a concern for
theologians. We sometimes read
certain passages from the Standard
Works unconscious that we are
coloring them with our modern views.
Keeping the theological climate of the
early nineteenth century in mind,
scholars might want to read the
following LDS scriptures in a new
light: Moses 1:33-39, 7:30-36; D&C
76:24, 88:37, 45-46, 51-61. In addition,
the claim in Abraham 3:5 that the
moon is greater than the earth takes
on new significance in light of other
claims that Joseph Smith believed the
moon to be inhabited.
While modern readers of LDS
scripture may unconsciously link such
statements with present scientific
speculations, there is some indication
that early Mormons (Hyrum Smith,
Brigham Young, Orson Pratt, etc.)
read those passages within the
theological context of the nineteenth
century. Although it is difficult to
know for certain exactly how these
passages were intended to be read, a
knowledge of nineteenth-century
theological concerns, together with
early Mormon statements, may
provide a key to their interpretation.
Considering the possible early
nineteenth-century context of Joseph
Smith’s revelations, I am not quite
ready to follow James B. Allen in
writing off Joseph Smith’s moonmen
pronouncements as "personal views or

speculations." There may yet be more
to this issue than either the Mormons
or the anti-Mormons ever assumed.

Dan Vogel
Westminster, California

Disappointed Reader
I have been a subscriber to SUNSTONE
for less than one year, and my
disappointed impression of it is that it
appears to be apologetic for, or to
smooth over vital issues, incidents,
and questions pertaining to the
Church. You appear to be an
advocate for the Church, and not
necessarily interested in what is the
truth.
You must know the example given by
Jesus, cited in Matthew 7:26-28,
wherein a foolish man built his house
upon the sand (error and untruths)
and when the storm (facts, righteous
criticism, exposure) came, the house
fell, and great was the fall of it. Seeking
and finding the TRUTH, in my
opinion is of much more importance,
than endeavoring to maintain the
status quo.

G.T. Harrison
Orem, Utah

Arrogant, Humanistic, and Done-For
In my Gentile days, including almost
ten years as a Unitarian, I frequently
described my religious state as "a
damnation of intelligence." I was
continually finding that religion based
on human intelligence, Humanism if
you will, constantly led to negativism.
And ultimately to a jaundiced view of
mankind from whence only I and my
intellectual peers of Humanism,
Unitarianism, or Ethical Culture really
understood the realities of the world
and were competent to pass
judgement thereon.

Arrogance comes with the damnation
of intelligence.

And SUNSTONE in the four-plus years
that I have been reading it has
gradually taken on the arrogance that
is the hallmark of Humanism. When
one of your writers finds solace in the
banalities, generalities, and
incongruities of Unitarian prayer--and
you deem it worthy of print in a so-
called "Mormon" publication, I am
tempted to toss my cookies.

Because my subscription expires this
month, I do not have the satisfaction
of cancelling my subscription.
Nevertheless, permit me to part
company with the observation that I
much prefer "The Glory of God is
Intelligence" of doctrinal Mormonism
to the intellectual hyperbole,
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maundering, and arrogance that
SUNSTONE has employed in trying to
dissect Mormonism while attempting
to undermine its doctrinal base.

Your soreheaded E.R.A. viewpoint has
been interesting in the biases and
slants of commentary and content
choice, but that did not bother me as
much as your drift towards Secular
Humanism. But the handwriting is on
the wall and it is obvious that
SUNSTONE will be going belly-up as a
viable, subscriber-supported
publication in months, if not days.
When you have to ask for charity,
you’re done!

John Scott Davenport
Farmington, New Mexico

Base Testimony on Principles,
Not History
It seems that several of the articles in
your September/October issue
concern themselves with controversy
over the history of the Mormon
church. The implication is that such
controversy can or should effect one’s
faith in or "testimony" of the restored
gospel. Herein I see a dangerous
misconception, which I would like to
clarify with an analogy.

It seems that historians of science of
late have been taking a more critical
look at the "Galileo legend." Lane
Cooper has written a book which
challenges the authenticity of the
story of Galileo dropping the two
cannonballs off the tower of Pisa in
order to demonstrate that the
acceleration of gravity was
independent of weight. While such
questions are interesting and will
certainly enliven many a discussion
among historians, nobody would call
into question the physical principle
involved. The validity of these laws
are something which we ourselves can
either prove or disprove. Their truth
exists independently of the facts or
how they were discovered or who
discovered them. We do not worry
about the character, the strengths, or
weaknesses of the discoverer. I urge
anyone who doubts the validity of
uniform acceleration to go out and
drop two objects of similar shapes but
different weights and see if they do
not hit the earth at the same time. I
have performed this experiment many
times and am well convinced of its
truth.

Certainly the drift of my letter is
clear. The gospel preached by Joseph
Smith is a set of truths and principles
that can be proved or disproved by
any individual. The message of Joseph
Smith is that there is a personal God

who answers prayers and that
through prayer, living the principles
of the gospel, and fellowship with the
saints, one can come to know him and
receive great rewards of joy and
personal peace, not to mention
salvation.
No "testimony" of Joseph Smith’s
work can be based on or disturbed by
historical "facts." History is only
useful for its instructional value. By
its nature, time flows in one direction
only and it does so persistently.
Historical events are "one shot"
affairs and cannot be repeated (law of
entropy). They can only be
reconstructed by inferences and this
brings inevitable error and
uncertainty. The fact that Joseph
Smith and the Church so thoroughly
polarized opinions in his day and in
ours makes the search for objectivity
still more complex. Principles on the
other hand, if they are to be of use to
us in conducting our lives and
planning our future, do not change
with time and can be tested
objectively over and over again. The
more they are tested to be true the
more our confidence in them
increases. True principles are useful
tools to enlighten and enrich our lives.

In summary, the truth, validity and
utility of the "restored gospel" rests
only on experience in the present and
not on the past. Anyone who loses his
or her "testimony" because of
historical "facts" never had one to
begin with.

Dave Swenson
Madison, Wisconsin

A Closet Doubter
In his article on closet doubters (Sept.-
Oct. 1982.2), D. Jeff Burton
encouraged doubters to share their
thoughts and feelings, even if
incognito. Mormon homosexuals
constitute a category of closet
doubters that can well identify with
the isolation and internal conflicts
described by Burton. Many of these
people do not actually disbelieve basic
doctrines. They simply believe that
the Church’s position towards
homosexuality is uninspired, and
should be openly reassessed. It is high
time responsible journalism calls for
rational dialogue.

Name Withheld
Salt Lake City

Understand Cultural Setting
The SUNSTONE article by William D.
Russell contains a candid analysis
concerning the historical suitability of

the Book of Mormon as seen from the
perspective of "higher criticism."
Researchers who use this method
have expanded our understanding of
the Biblical cultural setting.
Nonetheless, one need not agree with
Russell’s patchwork description of the
Sermon on the Mount, regardless of
how the Book of Mormon fits into
history.

To begin with, it should be pointed
out that the Book of Mormon and the
four Gospels suffer from the same
basic problem, since neither can be
supported with primary source
documents. The Book of Mormon
"golden plates" remain just as
conjectural as the several suggested
gospel prototypes. In the case of
Matthew’s gospel, the main source
has been called "Q" (Quelle-source).
The basic presumption concerning
"Q" states that it was originally
composed as a collection of sayings by
Jesus for the purpose of teaching the
new members of the Christian
community. A person equipped with
this assumption concludes that the
Sermon on the Mount was edited
from a collection of these sayings. In
the end, any conclusion such as this
falls short because no one can test the
idea by examining "Q."

The apparent problem in the Sermon
on the Mount stems from the absence
of any identifiable central idea in the
context o’f the cultural setting, or
"Setz in Leben," current in Jewish
Palestine during the lifetime of Jesus.
The need to understand the Biblical
cultural setting was established when
scholars recognized that most earlier
commentaries tended to project the
author’s personal viewpoint upon the
subject matter being reported. The
researcher, then, who can distinguish
between the ideas of an author and
the cultural setting being portrayed,
supposedly has a powerful tool with
which he can discriminate extraneous
material from authentic information.

Most scholarship treating the Sermon
on the Mount has tended to ignore
the large cultural gap that exists
between our westernized culture and
the mostly oriental culture current in
Palestine up until the last destruction
of the temple. If the distinction
between the two cultural outlooks can
be recognized, then it i~ quite possible
that a logical unity can be realized
from the apparent gospel fragments.

Three essential features distinguish
Western and Oriental culture from
each other. These features are
concerned with cultural attitudes
towards the human body, the
individual, and time. Western culture
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tends to indulge the body for the sake
of physical needs and appearance; to
improve the opportunities for
individual initiative; and to assign a
coincidental relationship between
human affairs and monotonic time.
On the other hand, oriental tradition
tends to discipline the body through
disparagement and deprivation; to
confine the individual within a well-
defined community role; and to
regulate human affairs according to a
series of epochal cycles of time.

Today contemporary culture has
assimilated more than two thousand
years of western cultural experience.
But during the time of Jesus, Jewish
society responded to the introduction
of Greek and Roman tradition, the
foundation of western culture, with
mixed reactions, which sometimes
broke into conflict. Roman physical
sensibilities clashed with the Jewish
rite of circumcision and the laws
concerning diet and ritual purity;
while the Roman Census enrollment
disrupted the Jewish community
through conscription and imperial
taxation. Still, the most serious
conflict arose from the Roman policy
of allocating a full assessment of
agricultural taxes during the
Sabbatical year. This unsympathetic
policy towards the Jewish calendar
caused severe hardship because the
Mosaic Law declared a Sabbath of rest
every seventh year for the land of
Israel. The law prohibited a
commercial agriculture and allowed
the inhabitants to gather food only on
a daily basis. The level of delinquent
seventh year taxes kept increasing
until finally the Romans invaded the
temple treasury to obtain the
overdue payment. The Jews responded
by burning the Roman archives and
driving out the Roman occupation
forces. The Romans, in turn, mounted
a campaign timed with an upcoming
Sabbatical year. The Romans then
eliminated the resistance outside of

Jerusalem and laid seige to Jerusalem.
The Jewish defensive forces,
constrained by the Sabbatical year and
a limited food supply, were eventually
defeated. The temple was destroyed,
and Jewish culture was torn to pieces.
Near the middle of this period, when
Rome ruled Palestine (7 C.E.-65 C.E.),
an auspicious anniversary occurred,
which commemorated the fourth
jubilee since the Maccabean
rededication of the temple. This 196
year period was alternately calculated
as a jubilee of "heavenly days" (49 x
4), or a week of dominical cycles (7 x
28), where a ceremonial blessing of
the sun marked the beginning of each
twenty-eight year cycle. Here was a
time also, when the calendar of
"Seventy Weeks," as outlined by the
Book of Daniel, raised Messianic
expectation with the arrival of every
Sabbatical year.

A Messianic figure, named Jesus
(Yehoshua--"help of Jehovah") came
to the forefront against this
chronological setting. When Jesus read
the haftorah scripture (Isaiah 61:1-2),
he acknowledged the liturgical
connection between the "acceptable
year of the Lord" (also translated as
"year of the Lord’s favor") and the
Sabbatical year mentioned in the
weekly Torah reading. He proceeded
to announce the good news to his
fellow citizens concerning God’s
earthly kingdom, the gospel message,
represented by the Sermon on the
Mount, served as a moral and
practical guide for all those who
honored the year-long Sabbath and
recognized the sovereignty of God.
The poor people responded with
enthusiasm, while the Roman loyalist
aristocracy reacted with apprehension.
Ultimately, when Jesus concluded his
public ministry in Jerusalem, the
outcome was set by the ruling
authorities, who chose to disregard
the Sabbath of the land. The fate of
the Messiah and the fateful

Two Provocative Books
From Millennial Productions
LDSF, a daring and fun anthology of science fiction
by and for Mormons. $4.95

ANIMALS AND THE GOSPEL, strong words from the prophets
on reverence for life. $2.00

At LDS bookstores or post/tax paid from the publisher:
2455 Calle Roble, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

"abomination of desolation" were
determined together. The ominous
forecast followed as a matter of
course, since "then shall the land
enjoy her sabbaths." As long as it lieth
desolate it shall rest; because it did
not rest in your sabbaths, when ye
dwelt upon it." (Lev. 26:34-35).

In summary, the dominant oriental
culture native to the gospel period
received its underlying motivation
from "time." The wisdom of
Ecclesiastes best expresses this
relationship where it says, "’to
everything there is a season, and a
time to every purpose under heaven."
Even though scholars have examined
every possible "fragment," they have
overlooked the grand mosaic structure
overlaying the Sermon on the Mount.
The strong tie between time and
purpose has been generally ignored in
a world preoccupied with trading new
lamps for old. Despite the western
inclination towards innovation, one
does not need to adopt either a lost or
hidden document hypothesis, since the
Sermon on the Mount can be viewed
as a natural outgrowth stemming
from the "acceptable year of the Lord"
as defined by a Sabbatical year. The
reported Sermon on the Mount in the
Book of Mormon may have other
associated problems, however the
replication of a Sabbath-year discourse
and the ensuing jubilaic golden age
are certainly comprehensible.

Raymond Soller
Huntsville, Alabama

Book of Mormon Not Scripture
I am fascinated by William Russell’s
"... Inquiry into the Historicity of the
Book of Mormon" (SUNSTONE,
Sept./Oct., "82). Russell shows courage
in questioning the historicity of the
"’most correct" book ever published.
Yet, once recognizing its improba-
bility, he nevertheless strains to
justify it as "authoritative for the
faith of [the Mormon] community."
Russell appears to have no problem
accepting the fact that "Joseph Smith
(not ancient American prophets)
wrote it . . . to combat religious
skepticism" and he claims (rather
weakly I think) that in spite of this
"we can still hold that the book has a
legitimate place in the canon of
scripture for Latter Day Saints."
According to Russell, "scripture is
literature which arises out of the
concrete life situation of a religious
community and which comes, in time,
to be regarded as authoritative for the
faith of that community." Russell
claims "the Book of Mormon fits this
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description." I-tend to disagree. The
Book of Mormon, in my opinion, does
not fit that description. Let us
examine the rest of Russell’s
argument. He states that "just as the
New Testament writings arose out of
the founding experiences of
Christianity, the Book of Mormon
arose out of the founding experiences
of Mormonism and reflected the
original faith of that group."

I question thi~ analogy. While it is
obviously true that the New
Testament was formed by the
"founding" experiences of its
adherents, it does not ring true that
the Book of Mormon arose the same
way, "out of the founding experiences
of Mormonism." Unlike the New
Testament, which was a product of the
early Christian experience, the Book
of Mormon was the "founding"
experience. If one holds to Russell’s
argument that such writings become
authoritative "in time," then the Book
of Mormon can not be considered
"authoritative" (excluding, of course,
the borrowed fragments from the
King James Version). Nor can one
square Russell’s requirement that
authentic scripture must arise "out of
the concrete life situation of a
religious community," with what he
claims to be the 19th century origin of
the Book of Mormon. An origin,
incidentally, which actually precedes the
establishment of the Mormon
community.

This brings up another point. Russell
is admittedly a disbeliever in the
historicity of the Book of Mormon
and states early on that such disbelief
does not in his case, and should not in
others, cause undue concern. He
compares problems produced by 19th
century Biblical criticism to those he
presents concerning the Book of
Mormon and concludes that
"historical revisionism . . . need not
destroy . . . faith." I can agree that is
true in regard to the Bible. After all,
there is supporting evidence that the
Jews existed when and where they
were supposed to have existed. Their
general history and evolution of faith
is well documented by external as well
as internal sources. While Russell
discounts certain "object lessons" as
apocryphal, he acknowledges the
f.undamental facts of history and
concludes that "we can certainly use
the Bible as the central resource for
our faith." Because the Book of
Mormon fails in this test, Russell
seeks to quietly relegate it to the
status of mere supportive literature
while seeking to minimize the impact.
This becomes obvious in his
conclusion when he states: "The Book

of Mormon is important for us not in
giving us events to affirm as
historically accurate but rather in
helping us become better disciples of
the One for whom the book claims to
be a "second witness’." If Russell has
found the Book of Mormon to be less
than what Joseph claimed for it,
honesty should require rejection, not
rationalization, no matter how pure
the original motives of its author may
have been. If we accept Russell’s logic,
then almost any ’exciting, readable
adventure story’ (with religious
overtones) may become the legitimate
basis for the formation of new
religious parties and experiences.

A book which simply restates
Christian principles in an attempt to
"authoritatively" end religious
disputes, however admirable that may
be, hardly deserves the adoration
properly reserved for "authentic"
scripture.

Art Simmons
Rocky Mount, North Carolina

Didn’t Look for Answers
I found it disturbing that William
Russell did not bother to look for
answers to the questions he raised
(Sept.-Oct. 1982). To take an obvious
example, he wonders how Joseph
Smith could have left out the Mosaic
rituals when he "plagiarized" the "Old
Testament" part of the Book of
Mormon. On the face of it the
criticism is weak because if Joseph
were trying to concoct a fraud he
would hardly have missed the ritual
law. However, there is, as usual, a
simple answer: the Book of Mormon
(the one third we have) is but an
abridgement written for people who

not only have the Old Testament but
are living in New Testament times. It
would, in fact, be strange if the rituals
were included.
The article simply demonstrated that
critics of the Book of Mormon as
history aren’t very interested in
listening to answers that have been
around a long time.

Robert Mashkin
Los Angeles, California

Untempered and Fashionable
Liberalism
I found William Russell’s article
challenging the historicity of the Book
of Mormon rather sad. This kind of
untempered and fashionable liberalism
rests on such a strong desire to
believe the Book non-historical that is
results in intellectual dishonesty and
shaky presumptions which should be
the hallmark of fundamentalism. It
would be nice to see LDS and RLDS
scholars concentrate on real
scholarship rather than proferring
dated observations to form Swiss
cheese theories which, at best, are
mere curiosities and cannot provide
conclusive evidence either way.
Compared to the gradual buildup of
positive studies, articles like Russell’s
pale.
We will never be able to prove the
historicity of the Book of Mormon
either way to the satisfaction of
opposing factions but it is unfortunate
when those who represent themselves
as intellectuals avoid giving the Book
a fair shake because they would find
that too uncomfortable.

Scott S. Smith
Thousand Oaks, California

Outside ooking In

HOW MANY MORMONS AND
BAPTISTS CAN SIT ON THE
HEAD OF A PIN--TOGETHER
Ray Ownbey ¯

Twice recently in the national news,
articles have appeared about Mormons
in other parts of the country. In
both cases conservative Protestant
groups were upset about the Mormons,

and the Mormon influence in their
communities.

In one case, a small town Christian
baseball league in the south
expelled a Mormon team because the
Mormon beliefs were so different that
some members of the league believed
Mormons were not real Christians, or
continued on page 46
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the Flood... Me

A STORY BY KAREN ROSENBAUM

I don"t~ remember," says Aunt Dora, becoming small in
her corner of the couch. She is pressed against an
aqua and pink afgan, her own creation; there is one in

everyone’s house, even mine. "It was so long ago." Her
voice doesn’t go down. It never goes down. Her
sentences have no ends.

"’You remember, Dora," says Auntie Esther. "Of course
you remember." She lights a cigarette and shakes the
lighter across the coffee table at Aunt Dora. "She doesn’t
remember," she says to me.

"You were only six when you left Poland," I say,
remembering my calculations in the margin of the
family group sheet. I pat Aunt Dora’s mottled hand.
There is no flesh beneath the skin. I am ashamed of my
condescension and glance down at the notebook in my
lap. "Do you remember the boat ride at all?’"

Aunt Dora stares at her own thin legs in their saggy
hose, then looks over at my thick ones in their high black
boots. She says nothing. "My mother came first class,"
says Uncle Isaac. "They had money, my parents. In
Lublin anyway they had money."

"Shut up, Ike," says Auntie Esther. "Ellie doesn’t want
to know about your family." Technically this is true;
Uncle Isaac is only the husband of Esther, my youngest
great aunt, and he is the second husband at that. Still he
has a good heart and better stories. I hoped Aunt Dora
would have stories. Aunt Dora is the oldest one left, only
four years younger than my Zaydeh, my long-dead
grandfather, her brother Jack. She and Zaydeh were
born in the lost world of Ostrava. I grin at Uncle Isaac.
He winks back.

"We were all in one bed." Aunt Dora’s voice is small
but clear.
Editors’ Note
This story won third place in the D.K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest.

"Who?" I poise my pencil.
"My mother, my brother Jack and me," says Aunt

Dora. She stops suddenly, mid-breath, and doesn’t go
on. I write in my pad, "Boat--Dora, Zaydeh, their
room--one bed." Aunt Dora sighs. "That’s all I can
remember," she says.

"You probably kicked them both all night," says Uncle
Isaac.

I let my pencil roll onto my lap. "Auntie Esther says
your mother talked about herring on the boat. That was
all she would let you and Zaydeh eat." Aunt Dora’s eyes
look vague through her thick glasses. She doesn’t speak.

"Our mother was very strict," says Auntie Esther,
gesturing with her cigarette. "Dad was working in
Denver at the Star Bakery and living with a cousin. So
when he got enough money to send to Ostrava for
Mother and Dora and Jack, they moved to Cripple Creek
so he could work in a mine. The mine’d give them their
own house and he could make more money. But Mother
made Dad move back to Denver. It was too hard to keep
kosher in Cripple Creek." Auntie Esther squashes the
filter into a souvenir-of-Tel-Aviv ashtray. "Your
Bubeleh was strict too. Everyone used to be strict."

"My mother went to Chicago," says Uncle Isaac.
"Shut up, Ike," says Auntie Esther.
"Do you remember Cripple Creek?" I ask Aunt Dora.
"Cripple Creek?" Aunt Dora sits forward a little on

the couch. "Cripple Creek." She sinks back into the
afgan. "I don’t remember."

"Denver was the mudpits," says Uncle Isaac. "Now
Chicago was a real city."

"Ike," says Auntie Esther.
"That husband of yours," Uncle Isaac folds his hands

over his belly and nods, "he was from Chicago."
"Yes," I say. I take one of the hard candies from the
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milk-glass dish on the coffee table. I unwrap it. "He was."
"Ellie, would you like some ice cream?" asks Auntie

Esther.
"No thanks."
"She won’t drink whisky; she won’t eat ice cream."

Uncle Isaac runs his finger around the rim of his glass.
"I eat ice cream socially," I say. I retrieve the pencil

from a fold of my skirt and drop it and my notebook into
my briefcase. "How long will you be in Oakland, Aunt
Dora?"

"Oh a month," says Aunt Dora with a shrug at the end
of her sentence.

"Another week," corrects Auntie Esther. "Betty is
flying up on Sunday. She’ll take her back home again."

"Palm Springs," sighs Uncle Isaac. "You ever been
there, Ellie?"

I shake my head.
"I could get used to Palm Springs. And Betty’s house.

Why couldn’t our kids make it big? Every house on the
block has a liver-shaped swimming pool and their back-
yard is a giant golf course. I could get used to that real
fast."

"Kidney-shaped," says Auntie Esther. "Kidney-
shaped swimming pool."

"Liver," says Uncle Isaac.
"I guess I’d better be going," I say. "It’s getting late and

I don’t want to wear Aunt Dora out. And anyway I
haven’t been home since seven this morning. Had a
deadline to get a new office brochure to the printers." I
squeeze Aunt Dora’s hand. "I’m going now, Aunt Dora.
It’s good to see you."

She looks hard at me, her eyes suddenly lucid and
intense. "You’re alone too," she says.

"Yes." I stand up. "I’m alone too." I bend and kiss her
cheek. She smells a little of whatever Bubeleh smelled
of--powder maybe. Poppy seed cake. Years.

Uncle Isaac gets my raincoat from the hall closet and
helps me into it. "You ought to find yourself a new man,"
he says at the door. "What’s it been now? Four years
anyway.

"Five." I button my coat.
"If I were a little younger, I’d offer." He kisses me and

pats my cheek. "You’ll dry up and get old."
"Ike," says Auntie Esther. She kisses me too and hands

me my umbrella. "’It’s her stroke," she says, tilting her
head toward the living room. "She used to remember
good, but when Harry went into the convalescent home
she had that stroke and now she forgets everything. She
wouldn’t even remember they should visit Harry, Betty
says, but that she reminds her and drives her over there.
Not that Harry knows anything. He doesn’t know
anything now."

"Nobody knows anything," says Uncle Isaac.

The rain hasn’t let up for a week. The gutters
overflow under my car. I left a generous space between
the front of my Toyota and the rear bumper of a
Chevrolet, but a Volkswagen has wedged itself in. I
throw the umbrella into the back seat, look through the
rain-pelted window, and fantasize about power steering.
I set to work.

On the freeway the rain is faster, heavier. Cars in the

left lane bisect high fountains of spray. Along the right
side are a few dark vehicles, evidently stalled. 1 switch
on the radio. "A woman in Sausalito was killed," intones
a voice, "when mud engulfed her home and sent it
skidding down the hill. Highway 101 is closed at the
Waldo grade. Highway 17 is closed north of Santa Cruz.
The governor has called a state of emergency in three
local counties." I turn up the speed of my windshield
wipers and push the button for classical music. Mozart
to the rescue.

Aunt Dora, what music is in her mind now? What does
one think about when one can’t remember? I expect
some day I’ll find out. There’s a long tradition of senility
in my family. It hits most of us at eighteen. Zaydeh’s
mind stayed clear, but his body only lasted sixty-three
years. Adenocarcinoma of the prostrate, the death
certificate says. I wrote Denver for a copy of the death
certificates. Zaydeh died when I was still in high school,
twenty years ago now. Bubeleh died tw_o years later. Her
death certificate says cardiac arrest. She was 64.

It didn’t occur to me when I was young and they were
both alive to ask them what their lives had been like.
Every June, Mother, Daddy, Melvin, and I would make
the pilgrimage from Las Vegas to Denver in our Pontiac.
When we arrived, Mel and I were put to bed in the base-
ment on army cots. Waking in the morning I would stare
at the ivy patterned wallpaper and pretend I was in a
secret garden. I would fondle the crystal ball paper-
weight I carried down from the upstairs coffee table. It
spoke to me of magical times and I treasured it, breathed
on it, polished it. In the early mornings and during the
nights I was much too enchanted by the world in my
mind to wonder about the world of my grandparents.
During the days, from eight until dusk, we played hide-
and-seek with our cousins in the alley, put together
1000-piece puzzles of English cottages in a corner of the
living room, fed the ducks on Sloan’s Lake, pumped "I’m.
Looking over a Four-leaf Clover" on the player piano.
During the days I l!ved in my own present.

Besides I wouldn t have known how to ask. When he
got home, Zaydeh would sit in his green upholstered
chair, smoking cloudy-smelling cigars and reading
tabloid-sized newspapers printed in a strange, inacces-
sible alphabet. Bubeleh couldn’t understand our English
unless we spoke slowly, and she would scold us when we
would blow out the Sabbath candles or grab the wrong
dishtowels. We were the goyicher grandchildren. Daddy
had married a Mormon.

tt didn’t occur to me to ask questions until there was
no one to ask questions of. It occurred to me at my
father’s funeral, eighteen months ago. When I got back
home, I called Esther, Daddy’s favorite aunt, whom I
hadn’t seen for two years. Isaac had been in the hospital
for stomach surgery, she said; that was why they hadn’t
gone to Nevada for the funeral. Yes, she would be happy
to tell me what she could remember. Equipped with
notebooks and cassette recorder, I began driving this
freeway to their Oakland condominium; I began the bio-
graphical bombardment. Did Zaydeh spank my father
when he played hooky from Hebrew school? (No.) How
did they cook on the Sabbath if no one would turn on the
stove? (A Christian lady down the block baked
everybody’s food in her oven.) Did Bubeleh fast on Yom
Kippur too? (Everyone fasted except the children--
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they’d have a sack with maybe a chicken leg in it.) Auntie I deliberate now about which freeway exit will be the
Esther was closer in age to Daddy than to Zaydeh. Theyleast flooded and decide on University. Even though I
all lived on the same street--one now asphalted overslow down, the steering wheel still jumps out of my
next to Mile High Stadium--and everyone wandered inhands as I hit the water in the first intersection. I bring
and out of everyone else’s house, the car to a crawl and, tense, creep on home.

Mother also started asking questions when Daddy
died; in fact her research overwhelmed us, consumed
her in a frenzy of letter-writing and document-
searching. I think of her as quite passive when we were
growing up; she consulted Daddy about everything and
seemed to have adopted his views on politics
(Democratic), sports (baseball), and bridge. His death
wa~ not expected. Mel and I, by that time nouveaux
Californians with one failed and one failing marriage
between us, were in some awe at their devotion to each
other and we worried that Mother might not be able to,
in Mel’s words, fend for herself. Even at the funeral
though she was sturdier than we. She tightened her
lower lip over her teeth and smiled grimly at all the
relatives from both sides of the family, the ones from
Daddy’s side who came late to loving her and the
comfortable, plump ones from her own. The next
month, assuring Grandpa Ed and Grandma Ellen she’d
return often to visit, she drove a U-Haul from [,as Vegas
to Salt Lake City where she moved in with her never-
married sister, our Aunt Beth. She spends her days
reading microfilm in the genealogy library.

The northbound freeway passes under the
southbound and I am sheltered from the storm except
when I pass under the intermittent drainage slashes.
Then loud sheets strike the car, and the metal rings. I
turn the radio louder. "Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring"
muffles the outside sounds. Bach a la Mormon
Tabernacle Choir.

Mother came to genealogy through the Mormonism
which she practiced unobtrusively during Daddy’s life-
time. She hasn’t told us, but Mel and | figure she must
have gathered the necessary data to begin work in the
temple for Daddy. Now that he is safely dead she can
have him baptized and married to her in a proper
Mormon ceremony. Recently she has shifted her focus
to her own ancestors. "I have Great Uncle John’s whole
family done," she’ll say, "except for two birthdates." Or
"I’m working on the Arnold line. If you meet any
Arnolds, ask them if they’re from Somerset." She and
Aunt Beth are going to England in the fall and they are
trying to convince Grandma Ellen to go with them.
There are some Arnolds over there they are hoping to
meet.

Dates, names, places are of little interest to me, but
then since Jay left, I have been rather eclectic about
Mormon principles. I came to genealogy through my
love of stories. Daddy would tell us about Zaydeh
driving the junk and bottle wagon or later working in the
Tivoli Brewery. "He worked so hard," Daddy would say,
his eyes blinking back a few tears, and I would see my
grandfather, standing in water and beer higher than his
shoe tops, holding empty bottles under blasting spigots.
I don’t know that it was like that. It has always been hard
for me to distinguish history from other truths.

My front door sticks in wet weather and I resign
myself to three more months of inconvenience. After
the divorce, I briefly considered selling the house, but it
was not, Mel advised, the economically sound thing to
do. Now, once inside, I drop my briefcase and umbrella,
push up the thermostat and turn on the TV set. The
late news anchor man is wearing his most concerned
look; his eyebrows crease the swatch of forehead
between them; his lips are tight and wrinkled. Across the
bay in Pacifica, three children have been smothered by a
wall of mud. Cars have been abandoned, streets have
become rivers. Motor boats are rescuing senior citizens
in a mobile home park in San Jose. I sit down on the
couch and unzip my boots.

Paralyzed for a moment by a camera commercial, I
count ten and heave myself up from the couch and into
the kitchen. I pour myself a handful of chocolate chips.
I’d better check the basement, I think. | probably have a
little water leaking in around the sides. It happens every
winter when the rains saturate the ground. After the
second winter, we put everything up on bricks though--
detergent, sacks of flour and sugar, packages of toilet
paper. That’s the tenet of Mormonism that’s the easiest
for me--storing a year’s supply. I snap on the light and
grip the stair railing.

It takes me a minute to realize what’s wrong. I seem to
be seeing the downstairs bedroom floor through a large
lens. I crouch and feel. My hand is wet, so is my forearm.
The strands of green shag rug ripple like fern fronds. My
basement is a half-foot deep pond. I sit down on the
next-to-the-last dry step and stare.

I don’t know how long I sit there. Fascinated, I hear
myself laughing. Finally I stand up, pull off my stockings,
skirt and slip, and walk in. It’s cold. Stored under the bed,
I remember, are extra sheets, blankets and sewing
supplies. I grimace at the thought of squeezing them all
out and lugging them over to the laundromat. We
bought a Maytag our first Christmas in the house, but
we planned to hold off on a dryer until we had a child. I
splash around the sewing table. The foot pedal of the
sewing machine is under water and the machine is
plugged in. Water reaches the supporting rungs of the
chair.

I open the storeroom door and flip on the light. Out
sail a gardening bucket and Jay’s old wooden sandles.
Startled into another laugh, ! contemplate the chaos
before me. I was going to organize this room my next
day off. Detergent boxes, sugar sacks, kleenex cartons--
everything under the water is sodden, swollen,
disintegrating. Above the water, against the wall, a dark
wet line creeps upward. I put my finger in my mouth.
The water tastes faintly like soap and sugar. I sigh.

I unbuckle my watch and put it on a shelf atop the
canned beans. Brilliant foresight to have put the canned
goods on the shelves and the flour and sugar on the
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bricks on the floor. Bobbing against my knees are old,
partially filled paint cans. We had painted the outside of
the house the summer before the separation. When I
step backwards, the cans bang against each other and
knock against the wall.

[ turn as I remember. Next to the washing machine is a
metal trunk in which I keep my past. Daddy used it in
his Army days, and from my thirteenth birthday until
my wedding day, Mother and Aunt Beth filled it with
embroidered dishtowels and table cloths and pillow-
cases. It was, they said, my hope chest. When Jay and I
bought the house, I transferred the.~ contents to the
upstairs closet. Most of those dishtowels now are
stained, some torn. The cotton pillowcases still sit,
pressed and stiff, on the closet shelves underneath the
down pillows that I am allergic to. Mother and Aunt
Beth hadn’t anticipated matching sheets and cases in
tinted and patterned, no-iron polyester blends.

I haven’t looked through the trunk in years, but I have
opened it upon occasion to toss something in. Water laps
tlalfway up the outside. I wonder if it is waterprooic. I lift
off the box of dress patterns resting on top and put them
on the lid of the washing machine. I undo the truck latch.
Inside is water.

And bundles of letters. And piqtures still in their
Kodak yellow envelopes, with inked notations--
Christmas in Vegas, M&D 25 Anniv--smearing as I
watch. I pick up the announcement of Mel’s second
marriage--it is mostly dry--and lay it on the washer
next to the patterns. I carry a rubber banded clump of
letters and several envelopes of photos into the
bedroom. Carefully I separate the letters and lay them
out on the chenille spread. I make the effort not to read
the thickening blue words. I peel apart wet, weak-
colored snapshots which have curled, sticky, one inside
the other. I have to look at those. Our jeep trip to
Canyonlands. Our skins were so dark the sands looked
light on them. Me, thin then. Jay--I search his face,
squinting into my Instamatic, for signs of unrest. I close
my eyes. I shiver.

From the trunk I lift out more wet paper--damp
manila envelopes with the house papers; water-
darkened medical reports--the shots we got when we
flew to France and Italy; dripping keepsakes--some in
labeled folders, some loose--obituaries and funeral
programs--Daddy’s on top--two theatre programs, a
Golden Anniversary newspaper article for Grandpa Ed
and Grandma Ellen, an old Las Vegas library card, Mel’s
outdated driver’s license, an engagement picture of me
from the [,as Vegas Sun, a paper velvet photo folder with
matte finish photograph of Mel and Donn and baby
Melanie in a sunsuit. The news clippings are trans-
parent except for the ink. I drape them over the sewing
machine, the wardrobe, the upper rungs of the chair.

Wedged upright in the trunk by the stack of college
yearbooks is a legal-sized folder I leave for as long as I
can. Finally I pull it out. By now I have spread a thin layer
of wet things up the left side of the stairway so I grab my
clothes from the railing and take them and the folder
upstairs. In the living room a woman in a metallic dress is
shouting from the TV screen. I twist the off button and
carry th,e folder into the bathroom.

Sitting on the bathmat, I look at the bumps on my legs

and at my fat wrinkled toes. I blot off the water and lay
the towel in the tub. I open the folder.

Water beads on the metal clamp at the top. The pages
are heavy, soggy. I unfasten the clamp and separate the
papers, spread them on the towel and try hard not to see
the words. As with the photos, I fail. Request and
declaration for Final Judgment of Dissolution of
Marriage, says the one on top. I paste sheets up the
porcelain. Standing, I draw the shower curtain around
the whole tub.

I flip down the lid of the toilet and sit on it. I am cold.
What time is it? My watch is downstairs on a can of
beans. My elbow brushes the extended shower curtain.
During prohibition, Zaydeh had a still in their bathtub.
And sometimes when Daddy came home from school,
h’e’d peek into the tub and there would be a carp that
Bubeleh had bought from the fish seller. She let it swim
around until it was time to kill it. But never would
Zaydeh and Bubeleh have had, drying in their bathtub,
official forms and receipts of the Clerk of the County.

There is work to do. During the mid-70s drought I
learned how to siphon the water out of the bathtub and
the washing machine into the vegetable garden. I wade
back through the basement, open the downstairs door,
and turn on the back light. The water on the sunken
entrance steps is the same level as in the basement, but
the lawn and garden are lower and they don’t appear
flooded. The rain is falling more lightly now. I assume
none of my neighbors are peering over their fences at me
as clad in my underpants and sweater, I drag hoses from
around the yard. I squirt water down one hose the
wrong way, Jay taught me that trick, and lower it into
the basement pool. I feel a satisfying pull as the hose
begins to suck. I have to leave the basement door open all
night, but there’s not much a thief would find interest-
ing now anyway, except maybe a can of beans. One of
the documents up there in the bathtub is a restraining
order forbidding Jay entrance to the house. Even in the
divorce days of numbness and despair, I could see the
irony of that.

I remember my watch. It is 3:15 and tomorrow is a
work day. On the corner of the bed, one smeared blue
airletter stains the spread. Firenza, I had written at the
top, June 17, 1974. Mother saved all our letters from that
trip and wrapped them for us for a present the next
Christmas. We’d spent an evening rereading them. But
why was I saving them now? Why am I saving any of it, I
think. For whom? Why not borrow my boss’s truck and
just haul it away to the dump? I strap on the watch and
climb the right side of the stairs. I pull my sweater over
my head and spread it on the living room rug.

My bedding straightened, I flip off the nightstand
lamp. Most nights I read mysteries in a wad of blankets
and pillows and then try to think my thanks to the god of
my mother and the god of my grandfather, but tonight
when I close my eyes, there intrudes an image of the
submerged sewing machine pedal. I send my gods each a
sigh instead of a prayer and sink beneath the pink and
aqua afgan and swim my way into sleep.

KAREN ROSENBAUM received an MA in English from Stanford and
currently teaches at Ohlone Jr. College in Fremont, California.
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MAUREEN URSENBACH BEECHER

The labor was long and the

pain intense, but the satisfactions

gleaned were sweet.

A LTHO’ thrust out from the land of our fore-
~ fathers & from the endearments of civiliz’d life,’"
~. .~.wrote Eliza R. Snow in Winter Quarters in late
spring of 1847, "this is truly a glorious time with the
mothers and daughters in Zion.’’1 The statement stands
in bright contrast to the dismal picture usually drawn in
both contemporary and reminiscent accounts of the first
winter of the Latter-day Saints departing from Nauvoo.
Snow herself had detailed the hardship of the Iowa trail,
"a growling, grumbling, devilish, sickly time,’’2 when, in
the words of Drusilla Dorris Hendricks, "there was not a
wagon in the whole camp, but what h,,a.d sickness in it and
we bore it with the patience of Job. 3

Arriving at the Missouri River, the Sainfs ferried
across and camped first on the inland plain at Cutler s
Park in June 1846. Lacking men, equipage, and food
sufficient for the remaining journey to Utah, they finally
settled in for the winter on the Missouri River, the

Editors’ Note
A version of this paper was presented a! the 1983 meeting of the Mormon History
Association in Omaha, Nebraska.

mosquito-infested "Misery Bottoms," to await the
spring when they would be better prepared to pursue
their way west. What happened to Mormon women in
those Winter Quarters that first season of their isolation
from white settled America is significant beyond
existing assessment to an understanding of the social
order which arose in Mormon Utah in the years that
followed.

Of the Saints’ physical surroundings much has been
written, drawing on the more or less official accounts of
male leaders. By January, for instance, Brigham Young
was describing "a city of Logs and Mud, but mostly of
Logs .... upwards of 700 houses in our Miniature city,
[the houses] composed mostly of Logs in the body,
covered with Puncheon [rough heavy boards, finished
on one side] Straw and Dirt which are warm and whole-
some, a few are composed of Turf, Willows, Straw, &c.,
which are very comfortable this Winter, but will not
endure the thaws, rain, and sunshine of Spring .... "4
The men’s accounts make no mention of considerations
like sod chimneys which, when they stood at all against
the crumbling effects of melting snow, smoked terribly;
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and moist dugouts walls which could not but have
contributed to the tuberculosis which killed at least eight
women that winter; floors such that washday created
more mud than it cleaned and the most compassionate
invitation was to carry one’s laundry to a friend’s
puncheon-floored house to wash. Through the eyes of
female diarists Kenneth Godfrey has well considered the
domestic life at Winter Quarters in his excellent study,
"Winter Quarters: Glimmering Glimpses into Mormon
Religious and Social Life."5 Women’s accounts on which
he draws detail best how the exiles, in that one winter,
created in the wilderness a civilization patterned after
their English and New England order. While men’s
documents record matters of state and the community,
the domestic patterns which bind a people are chiefly the
business of women; hence women generally are their
the best chroniclers.

Sexual inequality was expected
and accepted.

Several female diarists and writers of reminiscences
left personal accounts of their Winter Quarters
experiences. The reminisicences, reflecting back from
more prosperous times, often seem darker than do the
immediate accounts, written as the events were unfold-
ing. The optimism reflected in the contemporary diary
of Mary Richards, for instance, who in the early summer
of 1847"took a walk on to the Bluff where we gazed with
delight upon our City of 8 months groweth Its beauty
full Gardins and extensive fields, Clothed with the fast
growing Corn and vegetables of every description,
above all things pleasing to the Eyes of an Exile in the
Wilderness of our affliction,"~ must be balanced against
the grim memory of Helen Mar Kimball Whitney, that
"The outlook was indeed a gloomy one, and needed all
the faith and hope that could be mustered to sustain us
under the circumstances, for death was sweeping away
its victims, and want and suffering seemed staring us in
the face ....That was among the saddest chapters in my
history ...."7 But how many women were there who,
like Mary Richards and Helen Whitney, both brides of
little over a year, actually recorded their views either
then or later? Can the dark picture of Helen’s account be
explained away by the death of her firstborn that
spring? Or the brighter scene painted by Mary by her
ready acceptance into the relatively affluent and
influential family of Willard Richards? To balance the
personal accounts left by what must be acknowledged as
a literary elite and to help resolve the obvious
discrepancy of personal views, historians can with
increasing confidence turn to demographic
considerations.

Shadrach Roundy presided as bishop over the Fifth
Ward, one of twenty-two established that first winter.

Reflecting his primary cohcern for the temporal well-
being of his parishioners, he recorded the breakdown of
his charges into family groups, probably as part of his
December 1846 census assignment. His one hundred
and one ward members, he noted, composed twenty-
nine families. In figures which in some cases overlapped
he counted the men: nineteen were in good health, three
were sick, and nine were absent, three of them in the
Mormon Battalion. There were three widows. By
comparing the numbers against the named individuals,
one can determine what must have been the most
troublesome fact of Bishop Roundy’s responsibility: in a
frontier setting, where strong backs and farming and
hunting skills were essential, twelve of his twenty-nine
families, or nearly half, were headed by women.~ How
these families came by their necessities when even those
with male providers were having difficulty is a study
itself. Perhaps a part of the answer lies in the develop-
ment of women’s self reliance demonstrated here in the
account of Louisa Barnes Pratt.

Addison Pratt had been sent from Nauvoo in 1843 to
fill a mission in the Society Islands (present-day Tahiti).
As it became apparent to his wife Louisa that she and
their daughters must leave Nauvoo with the Saints, she
reflected her customary dependence: "Almon Babbit
called to see me. I asked him if he could divine the reason
why those who had sent my husband to the ends of the
earth did not call to enquire whether I could prepare
myself for such a perilous journey. His reply was, ’Sister
Pratt, they expect you to be smart enough to go yourself
without help, and even to assist others.’ The remark
wakened in me a spirit of self-reliance. I replied, ’Well, I
will show them what I can do.’ "9

Understandable in the light of the long-standing
societal expectation of female dependence, Louisa
faltered in her determination. Twice she turned to
Church leaders for direction before she finally accepted
Brigham Young’s counsel: "Come on. The ox-team
salvation is the safest way," he told her. "Upon this I
nerved up my heart," she later remembered, "and put all
my energies to the test to get ready." Leaving Nauvoo,
well equipped for the trek by her own wise sales and pur-
chases, she reflected that "! was another woman
compared with her who groped about the house two
days ago.’’10

That many other Mormon women found themselves,
like Louisa, breaking out of the gender role expectations
of nineteenth-century America is suggested in personal
accounts of women performing traditionally male tasks,
taking traditionally male responsibilities in the absence
of the men who would otherwise have provided for their
necessities.

If the male-female alignment of duties of the
prevailing social order was disrupted in the Mormon
migration, another aspect of American culture remained
intact. Carroll Smith-Rosenberg a decade ago
demonstrated in a seminal argument the existence of
what she termed a "female world" where women found
themselves bonded by affection and domestic ritual into
networks of mutual support and sustenance. "The roles
of daughter and mother shaded imperceptibly and
ineluctably into each other," she wrote, "while the
biological realities of frequent pregnancies, childbirth,
nursing, and menopause bound women together in
physical and emotional intimacy." Within that
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framework, she argued, there arose "a specifically
female world .... a world built around a generic and
unself-conscious pattern of single-sex or homosocial
networks."11

Familial bonds, already strong, were strengthened
among Mormon women in the wilderness. Helen
Whitney, recently married, lost none of her closeness to
her mother by that fact: "I did not consider that my
marrying had lessened my claims, nor given anyone else
the right to my place by the side of my mother.’’12 Female
in-law relationships became as strong as blood kinship:
"Mother Richards," for instance, gave to each of her
sons’ wives "a daughter’s place in her home,’’13 and two
sisters-in-law found in each other needed solace when
their husbands were called together as missionaries to
England. Mary Richards wrote to her absent husband:
"Jane seems very dear to me, the more | suppose because
we have been together in hours of affliction and sorrow
and because our situations are somewhat similar and we
can sympathize with each other.’’14

Friends likewise drew from each other the strength
and sustenance they needed. Observing twentieth-
century friendships similar to those of nineteenth-
century women, social psychologists R.S. Albert and
T.R. Brigante see female friendships as having a socially
integrating function. Considering the disruption
engendered in the lives of Mormon women by their
conversion and subsequent departure from homes and
communities, such integration would be even more
essential to Mormon women than to women in more
stable settings. Female friendships, Albert and Brigante
theorize, develop through identifiable phases. Initially
each person "has an awareness of ... her placement in
the social structure and.., of the roles he or she can play.

. . These roles provided a norm against which to
measure shared information." But as the closeness
grows, the writers continue, "both status and role fade
in importance. The friendship becomes an arena where
life’s other roles can be integrated and shared.’’15 Among
Mormon women both the initial confirming of roles and
the later transcending of such expectations were
essential to social integration. Women bonding to each
other, drawing support from each other, was essential to
survival in Mormon Winter Quarters and later to the
creation of Mormonism’s Utah society.

Of the social rituals which bound women in
traditional American society, one most honored was
what Smith-Rosenberg calls "the institution of
visiting--that endless trooping of women to each others’
homes.’’~o In her accounts of 556 days spent in Winter
Quarters, Mary Richards records, by Ken Godfrey’s
count, 217 filled at least in part with visiting.17 Often
whole days would be spent trudging from one hous~ or
wagon to another, alone or in company with other
women, friends, or relatives. Eliza Partridge Lyman
notes tersely: "Visited at sister Leonora Morley’s with
Sister E R Snow and others.’’~8 Such daily contacts
reinforced bonds of both kinship (Eliza Snow and
Leonora Morley were sisters) and friendship.

If the ritual of visiting was honored in Winter
Quarters, other rites went almost unobserved. Even the
rituals of death and burial became less absorbing of time
and concern at Winter Quarters than in settled America.
Archibald Gardner recorded that "when little Janet died
Ithere was] so much sickness that care of living left no
time for mourning the dead--the baby [was] laid away

hurriedly and unceremoniously.’’1~

Marriages too were shorn of social observance:
Elizabeth Hendricks and Isaac Grundy were married
without the bride’s ever enjoying the days or weeks,
even months, other brides might spend with female
relatives in preparing trousseaus or planning
ceremonials¯ Her mother makes no mention of the
wedding in her summary of Winter Quarters.20 Of the
marriage of Brigham Young’s daughter, Eliza Snow
writes: "This evening Vilate Y and C Decker were
married without noise or bustle--nobody invited¯" At
least Eliza had the kindness to honor the occasion with a
set of verses.2~

But if the giving and taking in marriage received little
attention, the new order of plural marriage demanded
much. Commenced secretly in Nauvoo about 1841, the
practice was by 1846 more than just whispers among the
elite. Zina D.H. Young remembered that it was at Sugar
Creek, the first camp away from Nauvoo, that "we first
saw who were the brave, the good, the self sacrificing¯
Here we had now openly the first examples of noble-
minded, virtuous women, bravely commencing to live in
the newly-revealed order of celestial marriage."2." She
remembered elsewhere how at Winter Quarters, her
marriage to Joseph Smith having been cut short by his
death and her marriage to Henry Jacobs invalidated by
her subsequent alliance with Brigham Young, she was
"welcomed into my new home." Living in "the
President’s family, some six or seven of us in a tent," she
reported "kind associations in this my new life, knowing
we were here because God had commanded¯" She
identifies others of Young’s wives, as did other diarists
of the period, as "the girls" and suggests that for some of
them "it was the first time they had ever left their
parents, but the President was so kindly to us all,
nothing but God could have taught him and others how
to be so kindly to their large families.’’~3

If God taught Brigham Young how to keep peace in his
newly combined polygamous households, others did not
learn so well. F~fty-two-year-old Patty Sessions s da~ y
diary reveals the turmoi[of her soul occasioned by the
introduction into her family of her husband’s second
wife Rosilla. The accounts are poignant in their direct-
ness: 4 October 1846, "I feel bad. I am in trouble¯" 5
October, "I make her many offers and so did he but she
said she would not except of any for she would not come
in to the tent nor go to work any where else he then told
her she must suffer the consequence for he was not able
to maintain her in idleness .... " Three weeks later,
Rosil{a having disappeared presumably across the river
to Council Bluffs, "Rosilla came back I went and tried to
talk with her but she was very abusive to me until PG
[Patty’s adult son Perrigrine] told her to hold her tounge
or he would roll the waggon away with her in it." The
next day Patty "went to meeting then Mr Sessions and I
had a talk with Rosilla she was very willful but obstinate
He told her to come into the tent and if she did right she
should be used well¯ I told her it was a big cud for me to
swallow to let her come in after she had abused me so
shamefully .... " Reflecting her sense of her husband’s
wrongs to her, as well as those of the other wife, Patty
continues: "He knew he had done wrong and abused me
bad and he was sorry and ashamed of it and if I would
forgive him and let her come in he would do it no more
and would sleep with me when I was at home ]Patty’s
work as midwife often took her away nights] and use me
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well .... I said if she came in I should be boss over the
work and she must be carefull how she twited and flung
at me, without more humility in her than I see then I
could bear but little from her we left her and went to
bed. "24

The account is here provided in such detail to illustrate
the many facts of the plural relationship which cried out
for resolution: the sharing of the domicile; the require-
ment of work of both wives; the acceptance or rejection
of the new wife by the children of the first wife; the
division of sexual favors implied by sharing of the bed.
The general level of friendliness between the two
women and its impact on the otherwise compromised
household is suggested in Patty Sessions’s next tersely
recorded sequence:

Joseph Smith’s sense of the place of
women in the cosmic order reinterpreted

the traditional Christian hierarchy.

Monday 26 she came in and eat breakfast
Tuesday 27 She washed
Wednesday 28 Ironed: but little said between she and I
Thursday 29 I cook still she does not ofer to
Friday 30 she mends some clothes asked me for some
sewing ! gave her an old vest to mend.

The plural marriage failed. Patty’s likely relief is
disguised in her simple entry of 3 December, two
months later: "Rosilla started for Nauvoo."

The struggle to accomodate plural marriage is not so
readily acknowledged in the case of Jane Snyder
Richards whose husband,. Franklin D. Richards, had
been called on a mission to England. "During this
winter," Jane remembered of the 1845-46 season, "’and
previous to the company starting, Mr. Richards took his
second wife, Elizabeth McFate .... This wife Elizabeth
was young (about 17 and pretty) and amiable very
considerate and kind to me Never in our associating
together was there an,unkind word between us. I was in
delicate health [a euphemism for pregnant] and from the
time she first entered my home three or four days after
her marriage she seemed only concerned to relieve me of
trouble .... " Addressing the issue of public acknow-
ledgement, Jane continued, "To those in the church who
knew of the doctrine, I always spoke of her as Mrs.
Elizabeth Richards, but even now it was not publicly
talked about. I knew of other Families at this time living
in Polygamy. But as yet it was a new thing . . ."2s

Jane’s baby, her second, was born on the Iowa trail,
and died almost immediately. Her daughter Wealthy,

two years old, was sickly the whole journey, and Jane
recorded their plight:

While at Cutler’s Park there was a great deal of sickness.
My child died beside me in the wagon. I being unable to
move without being lifted .... Mrs. Elizabeth Richards
was very ill in the tent just ahead of me and I could hear
her screaming in the delirium and she wanted to see me. I
was carried to see her a few hours after Wealthy’s death.

The two women, both some improved in health,
moved soon thereafter to Winter Quarters. There
Elizabeth grew worse, until Jane, now well enough to
care for her, was forced to barter her last treasure, her
husband’s violin, for a gallon of wine on which she kept
her sister wife alive. The ambivalence of her attitude to
their relationship and to other people’s expectations of
them is revealing in her concluding sentences:

When she talked to me of dying, I felt I could not have it
so. Then | should be entirely alone. Perhaps my husband
would feel that I had not done everything that I could for
her. Perhaps others would think so. Though my own
conscience was satisfied.
Jane Richards wrote these details of her first

experience in p’olygamy during the 1880s for the use of
Gentile historian H.H. Bancroft in his History of Utah. She
and her sisters would defend "the principle" against all
challenges often denying, even to themselves, the
anguish occasioned by the new order. In a rare
revelation of feeling, Helen Mar Whitney, daughter of
Vilate and the. much-married Heber C. Kimball,
reflected bn the Winter Quarters practice of polygamy:
"I had, in hours of temptation, when seeing the trials of
my mother, felt to rebel. I hated polygamy in my
heart."2o

Still there were those who, even at the early stages of
the practice, were finding satisfactions in the association
with other women afforded by plural marriage. Leonora
Taylor’s diary shows her visiting and going berrying
with "the girls," her husband’s other wives.27 Amasa
Lyman’s wives Caroline and Eliza, who happened also to
be sisters, are revealed not only together moving their
house, log by log, to another location which better suited
them but also making place in their household for a third
wife, Cornelia Leavitt, when she arrived in Winter
Quarters after their husband’s departure.28 Most
encouraging among the reports of growing sororal
affection among wives is the diary of Eliza R. Snow,
since October 1844 wife of Brigham Young, who had
spent her first long winter with some of his other wives:

Friday, Jan. 1, 1847. This morning take leave of the
female family and visit sis Sessions with Loisa and Zina
very pleasantly. [Louisa Beaman and Zina Jacobs were
also Young’s wives.] Last evening we had a very
interesting time to close my five-day visit with the girls
[read wives], for whom my love seem’d to increase with
every day’s acquaintance.Z9

That visit began for Eliza Snow a series of increasingly
frequent contacts with her sister wives during which
they performed for each other the offices of love and
ritual typical of close female friendships.

And some offices not so typical among women of the
nineteenth century. There were certainly distinctions
between Mormons and their contemporaries,
differences out of adherence to a new faith. How the
chiefly American and British-born women of Winter
Quarters viewed themselves is an amalgam of many
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influences: the long Judeo-Christian tradition inherited
by women in the western world; the democratizing
trends of post-revolution thought; the reassessment of
women’s roles after industrialization; the return to
primitive Christianity of the Restoration; and the
charismatic phase through which Mormonism was
passing in its first quarter-century of development.
Some suggestions of all these influences may be found in
the personal writings of the women, reflections on their
place in the cosmic order.

Pious, pure, domestic, and submissive are the terms by
which middle class nineteenth century women seem to
have defined themselves. Mormon women concurred,
for the most part, as their diaries and reminiscences
reveal. Their sense of "true womanhood" placed them
ideally in a family situation in which Christian values
prevailed, domestic duties occupied their hours, and
their husbands’ diligence as provider was rewarded by
the wives’ fidelity and obedience.30 Order placed men at
the head of the household, the family’s link with
community and country; women required no voice
beyond the threshhold. Sexual inequality was expected
and accepted. But as historian Mary Ryan observed,
inequality "was not the particular stigma of
womanhood" in the colonial period, nor was it in
Mormon times. As she noted of the Puritans, so might
she have written, albeit in different offices, of the
Mormons:

No individual of either sex could presume to be one
among equals .... Within the church all parishioners
were subservient to the minister and found their
destined places somewhere within the hierarchy of
elders, deacons, and the general congregation .... Within
the household, the ranks descended from the patriarchal
father to his wife.., and on to the children and then to
servants and any other non-kinsmen who resided in the
home ....

The Latter-day Saints building their city beautiful in
Nauvoo in the 1840s might well have simply conformed
to these societal expectations but for the exalted vision
of Joseph Smith. His sense of the place of women in the
cosmic order reinterpreted, in some ways, the
traditional Christian hierarchy. When in early spring
1842, for example, a group of women asked his approval
of their society organized to sew for the temple builders
and provide relief for the needy, he broke them away
from the Protestant model of ladies auxiliaries and
established what from the minutes extant seems to have
been a significant quorum parallel to those priesthood
quorums already in order for men. The Prophet’s
instructions to the Relief Society awakened at least some
women to their expanded spheres. After initially
detailing for them the procedures by which they were to
govern themselves, as he governed the Church, he
spoke to them of certain "keys" which they would have.
On one occasion that first spring, according to Eliza
Snow’s minutes, he was especially explicit:

He said.., he was going to instruct the Society and point
out the way for them to conduct, that they might act
according to the will of God .... they would not long have
him to instruct them--that the Church would not have
his instruction long .... he spoke of delivering the keys to
this society--and to the church.32

Those keys, the symbolic representation of authority, he
said, "are about to be given to them [the women of

the Relief Society]... as well as to the Elders [the leading
men of the Church] . . . that they may be able to detect
everything false." He concluded his talk of keys with a
symbolic gesture: "I now turn the key to you in the name
of God and this Society shall rejoice and knowledge and
intelligence shall flow down from this time.’’33 That the
autonomy with which Joseph Smith vested the Relief
Society was not a comfortable one for his successors is
suggested in the 1855 rewording of the statement for
the official History of the Church, which now reads: "I now
turn the key in your behalf [italics added] in the name of the
Lord .... "34 In 1842, however, there was a crowded lodge
room full of faithful women who heard the Prophet’s
challenge to be self-governing, both as an organization
and as individuals: "After this instruction, you will be
responsible for your own sins. It is an honor to save
yourselves--all are responsible to save themselves.’’35

Perhaps more closely connected than simply by
proximity in time--the first holy endowments were
bestowed on nine of the Prophet’s closest companions
six days after his April 28 sermon to the women--the
Relief Society and the promised temple blessings both
gave to women a prominence not common in nineteenth
century America. Though the endowment itself was not
extended to women for a year after its introduction to
male leaders, it is apparent in the words of Newel K.
Whitney, one of the initial recipients, to the women of
the Relief Society in the presence of Joseph Smith that
he knew of the Prophet’s intent to extend the blessings
to women. Whitney "rejoic’d at the formation of the
Society that we might improve upon our talents and to
prepare for those blessings which God is soon to bestow
upon us." "Without the female," he said, "all things
cannot be restor’d to the earth--it takes all to restore the
Priesthood."3~ Not only did the temple covenants
remind both men and women that men could not be
exalted without wives any more than women could be
exalted without husbands, but they conferred on
women priestly powers nowhere more vividly
exemplified than in women’s officiating in the temple
ordinances themselves. Women hearing themselves set
thus by the side of man had reason to question their
traditional position beneath his foot.

The Relief Society did not last to fill its promised
purpose at that time. Though no contemporary accounts
confirm the later statements, it seems clear from John
Taylor’s 1880 comments that Emma Smith’s use of her
power as president to oppose the introduction of plural
marriage forced the 1844 abolition of the society.37 In
kindlier terms, Eliza Snow explained that Emma "gave it
up So as not to lead the society in Erro[r].’’3s Rancor
among the priesthood leaders accompanied the demise
of the organization. Brigham Young announced in 1845,
about the time the year’s Relief Society meetings might
be expected to commence (the women met only in
summer, there being no halls large enough to
accomodate their meetings in inclement weather), that
the sisters "have no right to meddle in the affairs of the
kingdom of God."

When I want the Sisters or the Wives of the members of
the church to get up Relief Society I will summon them
to my aid but until that time let them stay at home & if
you see Females huddling together veto the concern and
if they say Joseph started it tell them it is a damned lie for
I know he never encouraged it ....
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And in the unkindest cut of all, the Prophet’s successor
responded to what must have been a growing
understanding among the women, by pronouncing that
the sisters "never can hold the keys of the Priesthood
apart from their husbands."39

Women hearing themselves set by the
side of man had reason to question their

traditional position beneath his foot.

By the time the Nauvoo temple was finally ready to
receive the mass of Saints for the endowment, the man-
woman relationship which church leaders stressed was:
"the necessity of women being in subjection to their
husbands--I am subject to my God, my wife is in
subjection to me and will reverence me in my place and I
will make her happy.’’40 The cultural norm was again in
place.

While questions of doctrine were being sifted and
sorted in the minds of men and women--Mary Parker
Richards, for instance, challenging her father’s inter-
pretation that "Adam never transgressed," that Eve
alone "was under transgression"41--the greater
demands of physical survival, more than theological
considerations, were dictating the principals of truth
which would last through the wilderness into the New
Zion. Consider the circumstances in which the women
found themselves. Take the small settlement of Winter
Quarters, beginning with the first few families in
September 1846, rising to a climax of perhaps 5,000 by
the following spring, and then diminishing in the early
summer as companies moved out--a migrant
population, but with the stability of community
organization. Demographers studying such populations
have come to accept mid-year counts as the best
approximation of the average population of a given
community. Fortunately there is available a census for
Winter Quarters which, if it is not the exact mid-year
figure, is very close to that: on 31 December 1846 the
twenty-two bishops compiled their ward lists to arrive at
the composite figure of 3,483 souls. Taking the sextons’
list of burials for the period 14 September 1846 (some
few people died and were buried in Cutler’s Park prior to
the move to Winter Quarters) to the same date in 1847,
one tallies 286 deaths. The accrued death rate, then,
comes to 82.1 per thousand.42 In laymen’s terms, that is
catastrophic. The most deprived third world regions in
this century rarely reach 50 per thousand death rate.
Utah in the 1850 census, three years after the Mormons’
arrival there, registered a death rate of 21 per
thousand.43 The Missouri River bottoms climate, the
lack of adequate diet, the plenitude of mosquitoes, the
fatigue of the long journey, all could be counted causes in

the deaths from "consumption," or tuberculosis; "black
canker, or scurvy; "chills and fever," malaria or dengue
fever; and a variety of diseases which fell under the
sextons’ rubric of "canker."

Adult deaths, reflecting the disproportionate number
of females to males in the population, showed thirteen
men between ages twenty and forty being buried in the
Winter Quarters cemetery during the same period that
forty-five women of the same ages died. That each male
death created another female-headed family is serious to
the well being of several people; that many of the female
deaths left motherless families is an equally insistent
cause for social disorder.

Predictable, in the light of nineteenth-century
American death statistics generally, is the proportion of
infant deaths recorded among the Winter Quarters
population. Of the 338 deaths recorded with ages in the
Winter Quarters cemetery record, 135, or more than
one-third, were infants under two years. There is no
complete record of births, so a birth rate comparable to
the accrued death rate cannot be calculated; however
there are resources which give a sense of what was
happening: Between 14 June 1846 and 20 May 1847,
Patty Sessions, midwife, delivered sixty-two babies,
recording each birth meticulously in her daily diary. Of
those specific babies, traceable from the Sessions diary,
twenty-two are named in the cemetery list as having
died within the first six months after birth. By those
figures, an infant mortality of 35.5 percent is
suggested .44

What such a statistical reality meant in individual
terms would be a study in itself. Mormon women faced
pregnancy and childbirth, knowing the chances of their
child’s not surviving infancy. How they squared the
facts of deaths against gospel affirmations of healing
powers; how they coped emotionally, men and women
both, with the trauma which accompanies death of a
family member can be just suggested here. In the
spiritual heights of midwinter 1845-46, when the Saints
were filing through the Nauvoo Temple, George A.
Smith, who, with his wife Bathsheba Smith, officiated in
that holy place, avowed in all faith and honesty that
"When man and wife are united in feeling, and act in
union, I believe they can hold their children by prayer
and faith, and will not be obliged to give them up to death
until they are fourscore years old.’’45 At Winter
Quarters he and Bathsheba faced the deaths of plural
wife Nancy Clements and her newborn daughter, of
Bathsheba’s newborn son in March and plural wife
Lucy’s ten-month-old Don Carlos in July. How they
dealt with the discrepancy between faith and fact is
difficult to ascertain; certainly their continued
adherence to the faith suggests a faithful resolution.
Conceivably the shared deaths served to bond the wives
in their need: Bathsheba later attributed their closeness
to the fact that "our faith is the same and our anticipa-
tions of the future are the same.’’46

Women often turned to each other in the deaths of
their children. On 12 December 1846 Eliza Partridge
Lyman lost a five month old baby, born on the trail. Six
months later she wrote in her diary, "Sister Elvira
Holmes’ babe died. Received an invitation from Sister
Holmes’ to come and spend the day with her which I
accepted. Visited with her the grave of her child."’~7
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Not only over the deaths of their children did the
women comfort each other. Predictably, considering the
traditional nursing roles of women, they aided each
other in times of sickness. The account of Louisa Barnes
Pratt is again revealing of the general attitudes. Arriving
with her daughters at the Missouri, she was
with her daughters at the Missouri, she was prostrated
with what she calls "cholera morbus," a term for
dysentery. Helped through one night by the ferryman’s
wife, she was driven the next day to camp "half dead"
with the disease.

The sisters thronged about my wagon. One proposed
brandy and loaf sugar. I told her if she would bring it in a
glass tumbler with a silver teaspoon I would take it, but
would not drink it from a tin cup. She made haste to
bring the medicine according to directions. It had the
desired effect, and I was better.~8

What might seem a snobbish affectation, the
requirement of the glass tumbler and silver spoon was
obviously understood by Louisa’s sisters, who complied.
Perhaps the affirmation of gentility in the midst of
squalor was as important to the cure as the medication
itself, or the sisterly love with which it was provided.

"But that was not to be the end of my sufferings,"
continued Louisa. She then recounts the women’s use of
healing gifts which they had practiced since the very
earliest days of the Restoration. By the time of the
exodus, there had been some institutionalizing of the
practice, as in Elizabeth Ann Whitney’s and some others"
having been "ordained and set apart under the hand of
Joseph Smith the Prophet to administer to the sick and
comfort the sorrowful,"49 but the practice extended
beyond those few so appointed. Many accounts echo the
actions of Patty Sessions who went alone, or with her
husband, or with other women, to bless the sick in
Winter Quarters. Later understanding of the
prerogative was expressed by Eliza R. Snow in 1884:

Any and all sisters who honor their holy
endowments, not only have the right, but should feel it a
duty, whenever called upon to administer to our sisters
in these ordinances, which God had graciously
committed to His daughters as well as to His sons; and
we testify that when administered and received in faith
and humility they are accompanied with all mighty
power.50

But to return to Louis Pratt at Winter Quarters:
The shaking ague fastened deathless fangs upon me. I
shook till it appeared my very bones were pulverized.
I wept, I prayed, I besought the Lord to have mercy on
me. The sisters were moved with sympathy; the~
assembled at my tent, prayed, annointed me with oil, and
laid their hands upon me. Although I was not wholly
restored, I was comforted, and enabled to bear more
patiently my distress.S1

Meanwhile the women at Winter Quarters felt more
than bodily pain, and called upon their spiritual
resources to heal their souls as well. Louisa Pratt
record s:

One afternoon I attended a prayer meeting. The sisters
laid their hands upon my head and blessed me in a
strange language. It was a prophetic song. Mrs. E.B.
Whitney was interpreter. She said that I should have
health, and go to the vallies of the mountains, and there
meet my companion and be joyful.

That the prophecy so uttered was believed and accepted

by Louisa is confirmed in her following explanation:
I was then fully expecting him to come to that place
[Winter Quarters] before I could, with my family,
undertake such a journey. I still desired to hold that
belief, but was admonished by those who heard the
prophecy to accept the contrary, and strove to be
reconciled.s2

She did complete her journey, meeting her husband the
following year in Salt Lake City on his return from the
Pacific.

The pentacostal gifts much exercised by the Mormons
at that early period were never so ardently practiced
among women as at Winter Quarters in spring 1847.
After her return from the Christmas visit with her sister
wives at Brigham Young’s "mansion" Eliza Snow
composed a justification for the continued use, for
instance, of the gift of tongues which women had earlier
been cautioned about by Joseph Smith for its potential
misuse:

Redeem the gift from long abuse
When by the gentiles shar’d--
O bring it back from satan’s use,
And with it praise the Lord.53

It was not until later that spring that the "blessing
meetings" became frequent, the "twice or three times in
a week" of Helen Mar Whitney’s memory. Combining
accounts in diaries of two of the most frequent attenders
at such gatherings, those of Eliza Snow and Patty
Sessions, we count one meeting in December 1846, one
the next January, three in February, two in March, and
then a sudden jump in April when seven meetings are
noted, all of them after the departure of the Pioneer
Company containing most of the leaders of the Church.
There are nine in May, and, in a sudden burst of the dam,
twenty-one in June prior to the departure of the Big
Company on 12 June, an average of two per day.

Several factors might affect such a rise. The coming of
spring after the severe storms of January accompanied
by an increase in sickness and death; the anxiety
occasioned by the fear that the Church leaders would
leave the women and lesser officers behind--which they
did; and the excitement engendered by the
arrangements being made to send the Big Company on
its way after the Pioneers. Men and women together
garnered strength and spirit in the meetings, such as the
one described by Emmeline Wells in her account of
Presendia Kimball’s life:

A visit was made at Sister Leonard’s and a meeting was
held,’at which Sister Eliza R. Snow, Zina D. Young and
Elizabeth Ann Whitney were present, also Sisters Vilate
and Presendia Kimball and some others. Brother
Leonard spoke in tongues in an Indian language, and
prophesied of the destruction of this nation before the
coming of the Savior. The power that rested upon him
was so great as to produce such an intense sympathy
with those in the room, that they were all wonderfully
affected. Sister Eliza R. Snow walked the floor to keep
her breath .... Sister Eliza Snow spoke afterwards in the
pure language of Adam, with great power, and the
interpretation was given.54
Kenneth Godfrey suggests in his "Winter Quarters:

Glimmering Glimpses" that the outpouring of spiritual
gifts "only affected a very, very few of the Mormon
women and was not very important when balanced
against the total experience here."ss Emmeline Wells,
reflecting the experiences of the women who later
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became the "leading sisters" in Mormon Utah, saw it asmorning I went about to work as though nothing had
of extreme significance. That the truth probably lies
somewhere between those two assessments is
suggested in the count arrived at from seven daily
diaries of the period wherein such meetings are noted.
Although there was only one blessing meeting
mentioned in the Mary Richards diary which formed the
basis of the Godfrey paper, and only one in the Louisa
Pratt account, the other records yielded the names of
close to one hundred participants.5~

And not all of them were women. There is evidence
that the stipulation of Heber C. Kimball in Nauvoo was
being observed, at least until his April departure from
Winter Quarters. He said in 1845 that "the sisters ought
not to gather together in schools to pray unless their
husbands or some man be with them,’’57 and in his own
family, as recorded by his adopted son Daniel Davis, that
was often the case. "Bro. Wm Brown & I with several of
the sisters went to the school house and had meeting,"
he wrote on 11 July 1847. "I opened the meeting with
prayer, sang a hymn, several of the sister spoke in
tounges [sic] Sister Frances interpreter. Sister Laury &
Frances blessed me.’’5~

Elder Kimball’s instruction was not consistently
observed, however, even in his own family. In an
account, undated, but presumably of the summer of
1847, after the departure of both the Pioneer Company
and the later Big Company, Kimball’s daughter Helen
Mar Whitney wrote of a meeting of several of her
father’s wives and some other women for the purpose of
praying for Helen’s return to health. The women were
gathered in one room of the house, two babies and one
small child in the room adjacent. First one, then another
of the small children began "screaming, floundering and
going into the most frightful contortions, which obliged
us to stop and administer to him and rebuke that spirit in
the name of Jesus, when the child quieted down and
went to sleep." The interruptions continued throughout

¯ " ’ " "the day, in Whitney s account, and ever~v time the ew
spirits were rebuked by the power of the priesthood,
which had been conferred upon ,u,s in the house of God in
connection with our husbands. The day nearly spent,
the women decided to consult Bishop Whitney, one the
few first rank leaders still in Winter Quarters, and
husband of Elizabeth Ann, one of the women present.

The bishop came about dusk and spent the best portion
of the night in answering questions and explaining
doctrines and things which the sisters had never before
understood. He had previously expressed some fears
that the sisters might be out of the way, seeing them
meet together so often, but he changed his mind, for he
was filled with the Holy Spirit from the moment he
entered the house.5~

Helen Whitney adds the calming conclusion to the
account. The prayers for her return to health having
been so dramatically interrupted, she returned home
unblessed. The next morning, Persis Young, who had
been present the day before, visited Helen, "impressed
by the Spirit to come and administer to me, and I would
be healed." Unable to sleep the night before, "she had
been so long under [the] influence [of the Spirit] that she
shook as though palsied when she laid her hands upon
my head with my mother. She rebuked my weakness,
and every disease that had been or was then afflicting me
[Helen had recently given birthto a still born child, and
immediately thereafter contracted scurvy] and
commanded me to be made whole .... From that

been the matter.’%°
Summarizing her accounts of these and other

gatherings of women at Winter Quarters, Helen
Whitney concluded that "the spirit.., continued to burn
in the bosoms of those who met often one with another,
and the love of God flowed from heart to heart, till the
wicked one seemed powerless in his efforts to get
between us and the Lord, and his cruel darts, in some
instances, were shorn of their sting.’’61 Smith-
Rosenberg’s description of female interaction, albeit
devoid of overt reference to the divine, applies here:
"Within such a world of emotional richness and
complexity devotion to and love of other women became
a plausible and socially accepted form of human
interaction.’%2 Mormon women, sisters, sister wives,
and sisters in the faith, found expression which bonded
them to each other, to their cause, and to their eternal
Parents.

Winter Quarters was for Mormon women the best of
times and the worst of times. Out of that cauldron they
came to the Rocky Mountains to give birth to a new
society, lead in doctrine by their acknowledged prophet
but interpreted in faith and practice by their own leading
sisters. The labor had been long and the pain intense, but
the satisfaction gleaned in years to come of strength,
spirit, and sisterhood were sweet.�3
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Omnis on Horizon
KENT ROBSON

H ISTORICALLY, Mormons have deviated
radically from the theology of traditional,
orthodox Christianity. This has been apparent in

many wa4zs. Ascribing to God a tabernacle of flesh and
bones, the talk of plural Gods, the denial of ex nihilo
creation, the assertion that individuals and nature have
necessary being, the claim that God became God
through a process of progression, and the claim that all
nature is material including spirit are some of the ways
that Mormon theology has expressed this radical
deviation. In the context of such important differences,
the use of attributes such as Omniscience (all-
knowledge), Omnipotence (all-power), and
Omnipresence (all-present) in talk of God has not been
frequent and conspicuous.

Recently, however, I perceive a new emphasis in
Mormonism in using Omni-attributes to refer to God.
This warms the cockles of the hearts of orthodox
Christians who always wonder whether Mormons
really believe in the same God in which they believe.
Hearing these Omnis comforts them and reassures
them that Mormons are after all regular people. In
addition, for Mormons these words have an expansive
and grandiose ring to them, and they enable Mormons to
wax mystical on the ineffable and incommunicable
grandeur and majesty of God.

When Mormons use these omni-words, however,
they are clearly not using them in the same sense and
with the same meaning as they are used by traditional
Catholic and Protestant theologians. Such usage gives
rise to confusion and misinterpretation by both
Mormons and non-Mormons trying to understand
Mormon teachings about the nature of God.

Three recent speeches by Apostle Bruce R. McConkie
provide examples of the confusion which can result. In a
recent General Conference address, Elder McConkie
first presented the view of God that is foreign to
Mormons. He said, "There are those who apply the
names of Deity to some spirit essence that is immaterial,
uncreated, and unknowable and that fills the immensity
of space and is everywhere and nowhere in particular
present." In the same address he continued, "How be-
littling it is--it borders on blasphemy--to demean the
Lord God Omnipotent by saying he is an idol, or an
image . . . or a spirit essence .... "1

Now the confusing element comes in. In the same
address in which Elder McConkie condemns the
orthodox Christian view as "blasphemy," he himself
goes on to say:

This great God, the Lord Almighty, is a personage of
tabernacle. He "has a body of flesh and bones as tangible
as man’s" (D&C 130:22). He is omnipotent,

Editors’ Note
This paper was presented at the 1082 Sunstone Theological
Symposium.

omniscient, and omnipresent. He has all power, knows
all things, and by the power of his Spirit, is in and
through all things.2

In orthodox Christianity the only way that one can
make sense of an omnipresent being would be if that
being were really, as Paul Tillich puts it, "the Ground of
all Being" or "all-Being." Elder McConkie uses the term
in a different way, however. He says that God is every-
where present "by the power of his Spirit." The Mormon
view then is one of a God that has a body and spatial-
temporal location and can influence all things by his
spirit, and the traditional Christian view is one of a God
who is only spirit or being and does not have spatial-
temporal location.

This same kind of definitional problem continues with
the use of the word omnipotent. In traditional Christian
doctrine omnipotent can be used only when God as the
only necessary, eternally existing being creates every-
thing out of nothing including all the material elements,
all souls, and all moral and natural laws.3 Everything else
is fundamentally different from God by being dependent
or contingent on God. God, in this context, has all power
by virtue of being able to make things come into
existence or go out of e~ence. This, of course, is not
the Mormon view. For Mormons, God didn’t technically
"create" but rather only "organized" previously exist-
ing elements, according to certain principles or laws.
Although there has not been a great deal of discussion
about the laws, it seems to me that they are clearly in-
dependent of God and to some extent out of God’s
control. I believe that what Mormons mean when they
use the word omnipotent is that God has all of the power
that any agent can have, and his power is quite sufficient
to bring about the Plan of Salvation. In the Catholic-
Protestant tradition, there are no limitations placed on
God’s power. We might agree to use the words more
precisely and carefully by calling the traditional Catholic
view "omnipotence-l" and the Mormon view
"omnipotence-2." Then we could easily differentiate the
different pre-conditions for the views and keep them
separate. As it is the discussion is potentially confusing.

What I have said about omnipresence and
omnipotence applies equally well to omniscience. In an
earlier article, I contrasted the Catholic view of extra-
temporal or out-of-time omniscience with what I take to
be the Mormon view that God is in time in some sense.4
The Mormon concept of omniscience is one in which we
say that God knows everything that can be known even
though there are some limitations to what can be
known.

In another talk he gave at the Marriott Center in
Provo to a Fourteen Stake Fireside at BYU on 1 June
1980, Elder McConkie continued this same kind of
mixed usage. In the first of "The Seven Deadly Heresies"
Elder McConkie discusses the concept of God: "The
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saving truth as revealed and taught by the Prophet
Joseph Smith is that God is omnipotent, omniscient, and
omnipresent. He knows all things, has all power, and is
everywhere present by the power of his spirit .... "This
qualifier "by the power of his spirit" substantially
modifies the view that God is simply and totally every-
where present. Another major qualification occurs
earlier in the first heresy section. There Elder McConkie
says that God "has graduated to that state of exaltation
which consists of knowing all things and having all
power."s Here is a hint of Joseph Smith’s view that God
was not always God, that he was once as we are but
progressed and became exalted. Such a view is radically
different from the Catholic-Protestant position which
says that God can only have all power by creating every-
thing out of nothing and by being completely
unchanging eternally. Yet using the same words as in
the Catholic-Protestant tradition, it is easy to assume
that Mormons mean the same thing.

Elder McConkie also defends the view that God is
totally omniscient, asserting that God’s progression lies
in having "his kingdoms increase and his dominions
multiply, not in the sense that he learns new truths and
discovers new laws."6 The implication is that there was a
time when God did have to learn new truths and
discover laws. Such a view would never be tolerated in
orthodox Christian theology. Thus the word
omniscience must be used by Mormons with a
qualification.

Perhaps the qualification that Elder McConkie has in
mind is this: since God became God, he does not learn
new truths or laws even thou~;h he did previously. Now
he is omniscient although ~t before. Even if this
distinction is a good one, it points out that God is in time
and does not have the kind of extra-temporal
omniscience that God would have in other Christian
views. Moreover, this view of Elder McConkie is directly
opposed by no other than a previous Prophet in the
Mormon church, Brigham Young. In a famous
controversy with Orson Pratt, Brigham Young warned
that Pratt’s interpretation of the omniscience of God:

"was a fals doctrin & not true that thare never will be a
time to all Eternity when all the God[s] of Eternity will
seace advancing in power knowledge experience & Glory
for if this was the case Eternity would seace to be & the
glory of God would come to an End but all of celestial
beings will continue to advance in knowledge & power
worlds without end.’’7

The idea of the omniscience of God without a
possibility of God advancing in knowledge seems to be a
theme of Elder McConkie. In a more recent speech, "The
Foolishness of Teaching," given in 1981, he presents
"some doctrines that weaken faith and may damn":

Somebody can teach that God is progressing in know-
ledge. And if he begins to believe it, and emphasizes it
unduly, and it becomes a ruling thing in his life, then, as
The Lectures on Faith say, it is not possible for him to have
faith unto life and salvation. He is required to believe, in
the Prophet’s language, that God is omnipotent,
omniscient, and omnipresent, that he has all power and
he knows all things.8
This statement is particularly interesting because it

points to Elder McConkie’s source for his belief in the
importance of the Omni-attributesin discussing God as

The Lectures on Faith. It is obvious that this document was
also the source for the statements which Elder
McConkie made in the "Deadly Heresies" speech. After
discussing the importance of believing in the
omniscience, omnipotence, and omnipresence of God,
Elder McConkie asserts that Joseph Smith taught that
three things are necessary to exercise faith: an idea of
God, a correct understanding of his character and
attributes, and a knowledge that the course one is on is
in accord with God. These ideas come straight out of The
Lectures on Faith, lecture number three. McConkie asserts
that these ideas were "revealed and taught by the
Prophet Joseph Smith."

The Lectures on Faith were written from November of
1834 to March of 1835.9 The date of writing is important
in my judgment. Remember that the organization of the
Church occurred in 1830. In 1835 much of the doctrine
of the Church had simply not yet been revealed or made
known. As a result, Mormons in the early 1830s
conceived of God much as did many other Christians.1°

In addition, as a recent computer word study of The
Lectures on Faith strongly suggests, it is unlikely that
Joseph Smith wrote all of the lectures. The Second
Lecture, in which omniscience, omnipotence, and omni-
presence are used, appears to have been written by both
Sidney Rigdon and Joseph Smith.11 As a former
Campbellite minister who had been converted at the end
of the year 1830, Sidney Rigdon might have used
language of traditional orthodox Christianity. Only the
Fifth Lecture appears to be totally by Joseph Smith.

In an interview on 22 July 1940, Joseph Fielding Smith
gave the following reasons why the lectures were
removed from the Doctrine and Covenants: (1) The
lectures were never received by Joseph Smith as
revelation; (2) the lectures are only instructions relative
to the general subject of faith and are not the doctrine of
the Church; (3) the lectures are not complete as to their
teachings regarding the Godhead; and (4) it was thought
by Elder James E. Talmage, chairman of the committee
responsible for their removal, that to avoid confusion
and contention on this vital point of belief (the
Godhead), it would be better not to have them bound in
the same volume with the commandments and
revelations.12 Any defense of the Omni-attributes based
on The Lectures on Faith may thus rest on somewhat shaky
ground.

It is ironic that just at a time when theologians and
philosophers in the Catholic-Protestant tradition have
begun to raise serious questions about the Omni-
attributes in regard to human freedom, the problem of
evil, and other such issues, Mormons who have not had
these same dilemmas have begun to use the words more
and more. At the conclusion of his book The God of the
Philosophers, Anthony Kenny writes as follows about
these attributes:

If the argument of the previous chapters has been
correct then there is no such being as the God of
traditional natural theology: the concept of God
propounded by scholastic theologians and rationalist
philosophers is an incoherent one. If God is to be
omniscient, I have argued, then he cannot be immutable.
If God is to have infallible knowledge of future human
actions, then determinism must be true. If God is to
escape responsibility for human wickedness, then
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determinism must be false. Hence in the notion of a God
who foresees all sins but is the author of none, there
lurks a contradiction. Omnipotence may perhaps be
capable in isolation, of receiving a coherent formulation;
but omnipotence, while capable of accounting for some
historic doctrines of predestination, is inadequate as a
foundation for divine foreknowledge of undetermined
human conduct. There cannot, if our argument has been
sound, be a timeless, immutable, omniscient, all-good
being.~3

Given such a strong indictment of these traditionally
used attributes, one must ask how and why they were
introduced into Christianity in the first place. The truth
is that most of them come neither from the Old or the
New Testament.~4 They were borrowed from Greek
philosophy. The influence of Plotinus, an important
Neo-Platonist, cannot be underrated. For example, St.
Augustine, who was so prominent in the formulation of
Christian doctrine, was a Neo-Platonist before his
famous garden conversion. The whole set of attributes
that Kenny mentions above and the philosophical
system in which they were formulated came from Greek
philosophy.

A very brief sketch of the views of Plotinus will
demonstrate this. Plotinus thought that "The One"
encompassed all being, was all being, and was the source
and origin of everything that was or ever will be through
a process of radiation or emanation as here diagramed:
All things that do become will return ultimately to The
One. Individuality does not even exist until one gets
down to the level of Soul, and it is a temporary and
artificial condition. Time comes into existence only as a
distortion or misperception of the being of The One.
What is in the Lower Hemisphere is not real at all but
only appearance. Matter is the most complete distortion.
All individuality and particularity will be overcome. Out
of this came the view that God, or The One, is all there is
in the universe and the only necessary being, eternally
and infinitely existing outside of time and space.

Such Greek views are the sources for so much that is
in Christian, Islamic, and Jewish theology, since the
theologies of all three originated at about the same time.
All of them were profoundly influenced by Greek
philosophy.

Mormon writers who have been attracted by the
Omnis should consider what else they may be
embracing. Mormons should consistently renounce

such attributes or at least make very clear the distinction
between Mormon usage and Catholic-Protestant usage.
Unless this is done, I fear that the Omnis may yet invade
and perhaps change the uniqueness of Mormon
theology.
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Three presentations on a little-
understood Church practice

I T has long been conceded that religious communities
have the right to exclude or expel those who will not
abide by their tenets and regulations. Within the

Judaeo-Christian tradition this is usually traced back to
the laws of ancient Israel which demanded that certain
offenders be "cut off" from the rest of the community.
Holding secular as well as ecclesiastical authority, the
tribal elders who administered early Hebrew law did not
make a clear distinction between what we would term
criminal and civil offenses and those of a more purely
religious nature. Nor were such distinctions made when
it came to the sentences handed down. Those guilty of
the most serious offenses, child sacrifice, sexual sins,
violating the Sabbath (for example, by collecting sticks
for a fire), or defiling themselves with things ritually
unclean (for example, through sexual intercourse with a
menstruating woman), all ostensibly received the same
sentence: they were to be "cut off" in a rather absolute
sense, by stoning. Simple banishment was prescribed for
violating certain other taboos including, under some
circumstances, divorcing one’s wife.

Although to some extent moderated by the passage of
time and the imposition of Roman law, it is evident that a
similar view was held at the time of Christ when
"Christian" Jews were expelled from mainstream Jewish
synagogues for heresy (John 9:22; 12:42). Predictably
these ex-Jews incorporated this tradition into their new
religious communities and from the outset can be seen
expelling purported heretics from their own Christian
congregations (3 John 10).

The violation of community taboos was also
considered grounds for expulsion from the early
Christian community. Paul, in the first letter to the
Corinthians, demands that a member guilty of incest be
so excluded (1 Cor. 5:1-5). He also enumerates other
offenses which presumably warranted similar
treatment, including fornication, adultery,
homosexuality, idolatry, thievery, drunkenness,
Editors’ Note
The three talks on excommunication were delivered at a B.H. Roberts Lecture
at Highland High School Auditorium in Salt Lake City on 23 March
1983.
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extortion, and covetousness (1 Cor. 6:9-13).
The Gospel of Matthew gives some insight into

expulsion procedures, which clearly were conditioned
more by the forgiving context of the New Testament
than the punitive perspective of the Old. Matthew first
recounts the parable of the lost sheep and then explains
that a sheep which is still recalcitrant after being found
may yet have to be expelled from the flock--"let him be
unto you as an heathen and a publican" (Matthew
18:12-17). First, however, the shepherd--that is, the
local leader--was to gather additional witnesses, whose
responsibility it was to provide further testimony
concerning the offender as well as to persuade him to
recant. If they were unable to do so, the church
community was called upon to hear the case. If the
judgment of the assembled community was also rejected
by the offender, he was cast out.

Much of this biblical precedent could not have been far
from the mind of Joseph Smith as he prepared his
translation of the Book of Mormon. In Mosiah, for
example, one finds that "those that would not confess
their sins and repent of their iniquity . . . were not
numbered among the people of the church, and their
names were blotted out" (Mosiah 26:36). And in 3 Nephi
there is the directive that those who "repent not" are not
to be "numbered among my people" (3 Nephi 18:31). In
this instance "Christian" guidance has been carried a
step further than in the New Testament, for it is advised
that those who are, as it were, dropped from the records
were nevertheless not to be cast out of the synagogues
but rather to be ministered to, "for ye know not but
what they will return and repent .... "’

Given Joseph Smith’s grounding in the Bible, it is not
surprising that the founding Articles and Covenants of
the Church in 1830 provided that "any member of the
Church . . . transgressing . . . shall be dealt with as the
scriptures direct." Within a few months there were
clarifying revelations, along the general lines contained
in Matthew, I Corinthians, and Third Nephi, which first
offered the generalization that anyone who "receiveth
my law . . . and doeth it not . . . shall be cast out from
among you" (D&C 41:5) and then specified that those
who steal, commit adultery, or lie and repent not "shall
be cast out." Murderers as well were to be "cast out," but
in their case adequate repentance was not deemed
possible (D&C 42: 18-28).

A few months later another revelation added that
"hypocrites" were also to be "cut off" (D&C 50:8), and
still another revelation excluded "the rebellious" from
Church fellowship (D&C 64:35). During this same time,
the bishop was designated--following the New
Testament model--"a judge in Israel... to judge his
people by the testimony of the just, and by the assistance
of his counselors, according to the laws of the kingdom
which are given by the prophets of God" (D&C 58:17-
18).

To gauge by the cases reported in the Far West Record
and the Documentary History of the Church, ecclesiastical
courts do not seem to have been especially common
during the first year or two of the Restoration. Only a
few were reported for those years--including cases of
apostasy and failure to heed counsel. But in those days
one who abandoned the faith could simply leave without
a trial. By 1833 business seems to have picked up
considerably, with more cases tried each year thereafter.
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In addition to bishop’s courts, cases were also heard in
General Conferences and by ad hoc councils of elder~ or
high priests. Eventually a High Council was organized,
in 1834, expressly entrusted with authority to act as an
appellate as well as an original court in disciplinary cases.

From 1834 to the present, judicial action within the
Church seems to have been centered principally in either
the bishop’s court or the High Council. For a time cases

Excommunicable offenses included refusing to
accept ZCMI scrip as wages, subscribing to

the Salt Lake Tribune, and buying from
gentile establishments.

also occasionally continued to be heard in General
Conferences and by various presiding councils within
the Church (for example, the Quorum of the Twelve or
First Presidency) as well as priesthood quorums.
Following the guidance of the founding High Council
charter, the First Presidency remains the final court of
appeal even today.

Over the years the nature of the cases brought to
these courts "has varied widely, though there has been a
recognizable pattern in this variation. Initially, durin_g
the trying and definitional years under Joseph Smith,
cases fell into several broad categories:

1. Some were alleged violations of the short list of
grave offenses set down in D&C 41, including cases of
adultery and theft.

2. A somewhat larger group involved varying degrees
of frank apostasy, either denyingthe faith or
aggressively preaching false doctrine.

3. An even larger group of cases involved the more
subtle "apostasy" of failing to respect the authority of
church leaders. This could occur when members either
maliciously criticized leaders or failed to heed their
counsel. The latter charge was frequently made,
sometimes for the offense of "murmuring." Also
included in this group were the handful of cases
involving infractions of the Word of Wisdom, which for
a brief period from 1834 to 1840 seemed to be grounds
for church discipline in some Mormon congregations.

4. Perhaps the largest group of court cases involved a
much broader category of offense, often termed simply
unchristianlike conduct. Within this group fell such
things as improper treatment of one’s family, "joining
with the world in dance," manifesting a bad or improper
spirit, and disorderly or unvirtuous conduct.

Not a few of the cases heard .by the church courts

involved what really were personal grievances, which
might more properly have been brought to civil courts--
such things as failure to control unruly cattle. Again
following the counsel of Paul, many Mormons
considered appeal to secular authority bad form among
true Christians who had been enjoined to resolve such
matters within the fold. While the Mormons were
integrated into or in close proximity to established
centers of justice--the secular courts--there were
obvious limits to this practice.

With the isolation which followed the exodus west,
however, civil and ultimately what were really criminal
cases came to be the predominant types heard in church
courts. This, of course, is a huge subject in itself, but for
our purposes the point is that this is the period, from
about 1846 to about 1890, which produced such
entertaining retrospective catalogues of
"excommunicable offenses" as refusing to accept ZCMI
scrip as wages, subscribing to the Salt Lake Tribune, and
buying from Gentile establishments.

What is often overlooked in the humor of such listings
is that the offense which brought the person to trial
rarely constituted the true grounds for
excommunication. During these years there
unquestionably were some cases in which
excommunication was what might be termed an
intrinsic part of the judgment. These were the cases
which involved the more flagrant or serious offenses
such as murder, abortion, some cases of adultery,
multiple thefts, or defrauding the tithing office.

In the majority of cases, however, it seems that the
attitude of the defendant determined whether he was
excommunicated (or disfellowshipped) more than the
offense per se. Again following the model of the New
Testament, the Book of Mormon, and the Doctrine and
Covenants, penitent offenders were required to make
what was deemed an appropriate restitution and by so
doing, protected their church standing. It was those who
failed to show up for the trial, showed disrespect for the
courts, or failed to follow its direction who found their
membership jeopardized. Indeed, the disrespect
inherent in taking a case to a secular court was
sometimes considered grounds for excommunication. In
a real sense the offenders in this seemingly
heterogeneous group of cases all fell under the
condemnation of D&C 64 against "rebelliousness."

Overall the rulings of these early church courts were
remarkable for their balance and insight. They were not
blind to the obvious hypocrisy of the ostensibly
repentant--but actually incorrigible--offender: Cases
of multiple offense could lead to excommunication
despite professed remorse. Perhaps these sinners were
considered to be the hypocrites condemned to be cut off
in D&C 50.

In any event church courts during this time strove to
be equitable and to encourage repentance, not penance.
By and large, excommunication or disfellowshipping
seem to have been used only when these two goals were
obstructed, not as an intrinsic part of restitution. (This is
obviously a subject in need of further study.) There
clearly were cases where action was taken so
precipitously that it must have had a punitive purpose--
though one can always argue that rebelliousness
prompted the action. However, the implication of this
attention-getting gesture seems to have been little more
than getting attention--with no real thought of an
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accompanying muffled drum roll on high or the
protracted wailings of a horn and slow extinction of all
the chapel lights symbolic of eternal death. Once an
offender manifested proper repentance, there was no
longer any reason for ecclesiastical sanctions. Hence,
initially recalcitrant members were often cut off and
then reinstated in a relatively short time--as little as a
few days or weeks. With rebaptism being a fairly
common ordinance at the time for other reasons, some
offenders were even intentionally sentenced to be
rebaptized without ever being cut off in the first place.

Between 1880 and 1900 many things were
"Americanized" in Utah, including attitudes about the
propriety of hearing civil or criminal cases in secular
courts. This was in some ways accelerated by procedural
changes in the way church courts were handled.

Bishop’s courts had from the outset been rather
informal proceedings, and guidelines for High Council
courts included very little in the way of the conventional
safeguards for the defendant required in secular courts.
Cases were to be judged on the basis of evidence, but
rules for admission of evidence were not specified. Part
of the High Council was formally assigned to look to the
interests of the defendant, but how that was to be
accomplished was not set forth. By and large cases seem
to have been decided equitably on the basis of common
sense, unimpeded by the intrusion of legal technicalities.

At the end of the century, there was increasing
concern that some of the more rigorous requirements of
secular courts also be met. It became more common for
lawyers to practice in church courts at this time (recall
the secular nature of cases being heard) or at least to
appear in an advisory role. Admissibility of evidence was
more often challenged, and there was an implicit
admission that decisions needed to be legally correct as
well as equitable. Remembering that it was the failure of
a defendant to accept the ruling of the court--his
rebelliousness, as it were--rather than his offense per se
which normally led to excommunication or
disfellowshipping, one can see how a concern grew
rapidly during this time that a member not be cut off
from the Church because he honestly differed in his
interpretation of a point of law.

For a combination of these and other reasons, by the
turn of the century the church courts’ scope of
jurisdiction had been narrowed dramatically. Guidance
was issued that civil disputes were to be resolved in civil
courts, and only more purely spiritual offenses tried in
ecclesiastical courts. In fact, in the twentieth century
Mormon bishops have been told expressly not to involve
the church court system in any disputes between
members; under such circumstances the bishop is to
function solely as an adviser.

While for the nineteenth century ample historical data
on the actual practice of church courts exists, but little
on the theory behind the practice (because it apparently
was not spelled out), just the opposite is the case for the
twentieth century. We now have a great deal of
information on the theoretical conduct of church courts,
but little data on their actual practice.

The new wealth of theoretical data came with the
development of what we now call the General Handbook of
Instructions, which from 1913 onward has contained
standardized guidance on how best to deal with
"’transgressors."1 This guidance has grown from the

rather modest initial instruction that the laws contained
in the Doctrine and Covenants "should be complied
with" to an extensive section in the current handbook
which spells out procedures and provides a lengthy
catalogue of cases which may or must be taken before
church courts.

The first Handbook to enumerate specific offenses
which should be considered by the court was published

In the nineteenth century, excommunication
was reserved for the unrepentant; now it is
viewed as part of repentence itself.

in 1921 and reflected the efforts of John Widtsoe who
also tried to standardize the procedures followed in
these courts. "Instances of wrong-doing, such as
conduct violative of the law and order of the Church,
teaching false doctrine, disobedience to Church
regulations and requirements, encouraging any or all
such evils by example or by open or covert advice"--as
well as contempt of court (clearly a nineteenth century
legacy) were all considered potential grounds for
excommunication.

In 1928 a new Handbook dropped the contempt
category--a move symbolic, I think, of the reorientation
which was to come in later guidance on church courts.
This handbook added some new items to the list, which
now included fornication, adultery and other infractions
of the moral law; liquor drinking; bootlegging; criminal
acts such as thievery, burglary, or murder; and apostasy
and opposition to the Church.

This handbook made clear that the same underlying
philosophy that motivated nineteenth century courts
was still in effect: "If the transgressor manifests earnest
contrition for his fault and shows the real fruits of
repentance, he should be forgiven and retain his
membership, except as to certain conditions stated in the
Revelation [i.e., in cases of murder]." As had always been
the case, confessions to those aware of the case were
mandatory; this often required some public statement
by the penitant party. In cases of a confession and
repentance of a sin of a "strictly private nature" such as
adultery, there was no necessity for either a trial or a
public confession.2

In addition to the items listed in 1928, the 1934
Handbook also added drunkenness and cruelty to wives or
children to the list of offenses "ordinarily" requiring a
bishop’s court. Those who persisted in "teaching or
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encouraging or conspiring with others to enter into
so-called polygamous marriages" were also singled out
for special condemnation.

There was little substantive change in the criteria for
church courts during the next four decades.
Homosexuality was added to the list, and cruelty to
spouses replaced cruelty to wives. A subtle hardening of
the guidance to be given to those involved in sexual sins

It would surprise me ff our new "love"
approach has not taken a much

greater permanent toll on Church
membership.

was also evident, and some variable instructions on
dealing with convicted felons was included.

It was not until Handbook 21, published in 1976, that
new ground was really broken on church courts. This
Handbook and its various supplements and replacement
chapters gave by far the most extensive guidance ever
issued on church courts and the grounds for church
disciplinary action. The magnitude if not the direction of
this guidance separated it from that which preceded it.
Perhaps in an effort at standardization, Handbook 21
details almost every facet of court proceedings, and
provides guidance on a variety of indications for court
action.

In many ways this most recent direction represents a
logical extension of the development reflected in
previous Handbooks, but it also gives formal sanction to
the notion, not clearly expressed previously, that court
sanctions serve a "redemptive" function. While there is
ample precedent for this outside the Mormon tradition,
within it the notion of blood atonement for murder is
the only clear antecedent of which I am aware. It might
be argued that public confession, no longer required by
this handbook, previously served a similar function. As
awkward as such confessions may have been, however,
their function ostensibly was to make some restitution
by way of apology to those who may have been harmed
by the transgression and to manifest that the offender
was indeed repentant. I have found no suggestion that it
was also understood, at the theoretical level, to help pay
a spiritual debt.

Also evident for the first time in the 1976 Handbook was
the requirement that offenses committed by a growing
list of increasingly minor Church office holders be
brought to trial. While here again there is ample
precedent outside the Mormon community for this

approach, so far as I am aware it was never previously
the case within the Church. The list of those who must be
brought to trial now includes those transgressing while
a member of a General Church Auxiliary, stake
presidency, high council, stake auxiliary presidency,
bishopric, or branch presidency; or while a Regional
Representative, mission president, temple president,
patriarch, or full-time missionary.

Another development was the addition of a new
category of offense for which "no readmission to the
Church is possible": Murder had been implicitly in this
category all along; now sex change surgery was added.

While this discussion could be extended almost
indefinitely, let me finally offer a few general
observations about the history of church courts as I
understand it.

First while there is some consistency to the more
narrowly ecclesiastical offenses brought to trial
throughout Church history, the function of the trial and
the rationale for excommunication seems to have
changed substantially over the years. During most of
the nineteenth century, excommunication, in keeping
with the narrow focus of the Doctrine and Covenants,
seems to have been reserved principally for those who
failed to be sufficiently repentant (that is, the rebellious
and the hypocrites); it now has come to be viewed as part
of the process of repentance itself. Expectedly, this
attitude, combined with an increasing list of actionable
offenses--and "a more wicked generation’--has led to a
dramatic increase in the number of excommunications.
There has been a ten fold per capita increase in ex-
communications during the twentieth century (from 1
per 6400 members annually to 1 per 640). Like so many
evolutions in Mormon thought, the apparent change in
Church thinking on excommunication has not happened
abruptly and has not been accompanied by any
theological explanation. Notwithstanding the love
epithet commonly associated with this development, the
change suggests to me a redirection away from the
forgiving New Testament model to the more punitive
perspective of the Old. I wonder what implications it has
for our understanding of Christ’s mission and the
nature of the forgiveness he offers.

Second, while the new redemptive orientation of the
church court system recently has given rise to the label,
"court of love," this title probably serves more to
reassure those dispensing the new Mormon justice than
those repentant transgressors receiving it, who would
surely prefer the less traumatic solutions of the old
system. Where historically a sincere confession theoret-
ically made a church court unnecessary, the latest
official guidance allows such confession to be the very
grounds for church action. (It would be instructive to
compare the percent of offenders totally lost to the
Church these days through transgression coupled with
court action to the percent previously lost under the old
philosophy. It would surprise me if our new "love"
approach has not taken a much greater permanent toll.)

Third, with very few exceptions (murder, incest, sex
change surgery, and major transgressions of those
holding certain Church offices), local leaders nonethe-
less have now--and always have had--written
discretionary authority as to which transgressions
require the action of a church court. Little formal
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guidance on how this discretion should be used has been
forthcoming, so far as I am aware, and the result has
been a wide and very unsystematic variation in the
convening of church courts and the penalties imposed on
transgressors. (There are hanging bishops and tolerant
bishops, and many a transgressor no doubt has chosen
the timing of his confession accordingly.)

Fourth and finally, it is my impression that the cases
tried by church courts in the twentieth century more
often involve sins of behavior rather than of belief--
with the one notable exception of cases involving the
fundamentalist heresy. As is also true in the obtaining of
temple recommends, Church standing at this bottom-
line level is a matter of orthopraxy rather than
orthodoxy. As a corollary, for all the detailed definition
and instruction given on various grounds for Church
action, there never has been any meaningful clarifica-
tion or standardization of what the belief-related
grounds for excommunication--such as "apostasy"--
actually ,a, re. However, so long as the espousaI of"deadly
heresies is not considered grounds for calling a court,
this may be just as well.

In conclusion, let me reiterate that this is a very
hurried and oversimplified introduction to an
extraordinarily complex and serious subject--one that
merits at least a book-length analysis. Whatever the
eternal implications of court actions, very human
decisions about the propriety of such action and about
appropriate ecclesiastical sanctions have profound
temporal consequences, for both the institutional
Church and the individual directly involved. Obviously a
case can be made for the right, perhaps even the
obligation, of the Church to establish and enforce the
standards it feels appropriate both to its public integrity
and the eternal welfare of its members. On the other
hand, those subjected to court action in an effort to
achieve this end may in the very process be--with their
families--so severely traumatized as to be lost forever
both to the Church and its value system. While this
latter concern once dominated Church counsel on
repentant transgressors, this no longer is the case.3
Moreover, the advent of a more aggressive policy of
formal sanctions unfortunately has not been
accompanied either by philosophical or practical
guidelines on the use of the residual local discretionary
authority that is still retained. Thus, the heavier hand
now in evidence is also to some extent a capricious
reflection of the personal philosophies of local bishops
and stake presidents.

Given these extraordinary consequences of current
Church guidelines on this profoundly important subject,
¯ we can only hope that sufficient study is belng given
both to the relevant doctrinal and scriptural history and
to the realities of everyday practice. Only in this way can
we insure that we are indeed heading in the direction the
eternal scheme of things would dictate.
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DOUGLAS D. ALDER

C HURCH courts initially stirred conflicting
feelings within me, feelings ~f awe yet also of
anxiety. I must have been like many others who

knew about Church trials only second hand. I didn’t
really want to know about them but I glanced past an
incident or two that left disjointed attitudes.

One experience came when I was an impressionable
graduate student at a distant university. I was struck by
an offhand remark from one of my professors who said,
"Oh yes, the Mormons still continue the barbaric
practice of church trials." I reeled from that comment for
several days.

This critical attitude was foreign to me. I had
previously only known sadness when thinking of
Church courts--sadness about someone who had sinned
gravely. I certainly would have considered it a tragedy if I
had been sent home from my mission as a result of an
excommunication. This feeling of sadness was
intensified when I visited a young man with the
counselor to the mission president in the city where I
served. This young man had gone through a court years
before I arrived. After the court he refused to return to
the United States. He had broken ties with his family as
well as the Church. The whole situation seemed
mysterious and painful. These two experiences
impressed the negative side--the sadness, the
estrangement, the criticism.

Perhaps those feelings caused me to avoid thinking

much more about Church courts. I did not have a
positive experience to offset them until years later when
I was called to serve on a high council. One day my stake
president handed me an envelope and asked me to
deliver it--a summons to a high council court. The
intended recipient was a friend in a small branch in the
Midwest which I visited each month. I was unprepared
for such a,request. I told the president that I was not sure
I believed in the process. He stopped me right there, on
the freeway where we were driving, and instructed me
in the doctrine basic to the ecclesiastical courts. I had
worked closely with the president. I admired him, had
confidence in him born of close scrutiny. Nonetheless I
was not completely convinced by his advocacy of the
process, which relied on what seemed to me to be a
eu0phemism, the claim that Church trials are "courts of
love."1

With a good deal of reservation I delivered the letter
the following Sunday during my regular high council
visit. I was not privy to the problem and was emotionally
shaken, partially because I was so fond of the young
man..I was "pulling" for that struggling branch; the
young man and his wife were the most promising part of
the branch’s future, it seemed to me. I was surprised at
his calmness when I delivered the summons in compahy
with the branch president. I did not realize how well the
stake president had prepared him for the experience.

The surprise of that moment paled in comparison to
the surprise I felt at the trial. It was one of the most
moving experiences in my Church life. My friend
exhibited courage and contrition. A convert, he taught
me much about the desire to purge his life of impurity.
That was more important to him than maintaining a
facade of respectability. I was also moved by his wife’s
total commitment to him following the court’s action to
disfellowship. My wife and I have kept in contact with
this couple and admire their progress and continuing
activity in the Church.

In retrospect I had to admit that I had not considered
some key elements about the forgiveness process. ! was
too concerned about respectability and acceptability. As
is the case with many people who fear Church trials, I
simply had not considered the positive aspects and
possible benefits of a court.

These were my predispositions when the. mantle of
bishop was placed on my shoulders. It was probably
fortunate that I knew both sides--the fear as well as the
forgiveness. For these two feelings continue to
surround attitudes about ecclesiastical courts.
Unfortunately, as I did in my initial reaction to my
Midwestern friend’s trial, many committed members of
the Church think first about social censure and second
about redemption and forgiveness.

As much as I would like to dispel the fearful emotions
that are attributed by some to courts, I cannot ignore the
fact that many people who could be helped by courts
deny themselves that opportunity. Most hesitations are
caused by fear--fear of public censure, fear of
retribution, fear of a breach of confidentiality, fear of
judgmental blame. Many people are frightened by the
prospect of disclosing their errors. Their immediate
need of keeping failings secret outweighs the chance to
unburden their conscience. This need often preempts
the weightier but more distant issue of reconciling
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themselves to God.
Sometimes hesitancy is exacerbated by horror stories

about courts. Some of these stories come from pioneer
times but some are recent and include charges that
judges have been vindictive or arbitrary or have violated
confidentiality. As an historian I encourage those who
hear such stories to be cautious in drawing conclusions
un, less they have primary evidence from all sides. As
with civil cases, we do not hear judges defend their
decisions. A civil judge never goes to the press or
platform to comment on a decision. It would be the
severest breach of professional ethics to do so. The same
should be true of ecclesiastical courts. So, what we may
hear about a case does not likely include the judge’s
insight. Partisanship can easily overtake a discussion,
especially if the press gets involved. I would prefer not to
take sides without seeing first-hand evidence.

The purpose of my participation on this panel is
obviously to share the views of one person who has been
in that seat of the judge. You recognize therefore that I
am bound to observe the confidentiality and ethical
requirements of that office. I cannot disclose particulars,
and yet it is from the particulars that I derive my
feelings. What ! say can only be general and can only be
my personal views. In no way do I speak for the Church. I
can only reflect on my own experience and share some of
my limited understanding.

A good dose of that understanding came to me at a
stake conference during my first term as bishop. The
Presiding Bishop, John H. Vandenberg, was the General
Authority visitor. He met with the bishops early in the
morning prior to the general session. I went with a poor
attitude. I already knew a dozen things I could improve
on and could hardly bear to be told more by some
General Authority who would come with flipcharts and
a list of the recent priorities from Church headquarters.
I was already nearly sinking in my responsibilities as a
first year bishop.

To my surprise, Elder Vandenberg opened by telling a
warm story about his own years of inactivity and his
conviction of the integrity and love for the gospel that
many inactive people have--many who are obviously
out of harmony with Church standards. With that spirit
well laid he asked us what we would like to discuss for
the next hour and a half. Well, that disarmed me. I won’t
take the time to recount the stories and principles he
taught us in response to some tough questions, but one
principle undergirded it all. He said, "The gospel is to
help people and courts are to help people. Courts are a
saving ordinance. Even excommunication is a saving
process, not a condemnation."

It is clear to me from that instruction and from
subsequent experiences that courts are not aiming at
blame or retribution. They are not a Mormon Spanish
Inquisition as I had suspected. They are not designed to
be punitive. If a court serves its purpose, th.e person
involved can say to himself, "’Yes, I made a mistake, but it
is resolved. I did not hide it. The situation is completely
resolved." Within a year or two a person can enter the
temple again, totally worthy. He can receive a witness of
complete forgiveness. He does not need to feel the lack
of self respect or rejection that comes as a result of
hidden secrets.

Elder Vandenberg made one other important point in

that training session. He told of an elderly couple who
came to him. They recounted their problem with great
difficulty--a problem they had kept secret, one that had
undermined their feeling of worthiness for their whole
adult lives. After some time of counseling the bishop
concluded, "The Lord forgives you. Now go and live
your few remaining years free from the burden of guilt
you have carried for so long. You have placed a

Many members of the Church think first
about social censure and s~cond about
forgiveness.

punishment upon yourself that the Lord never intended.
He wanted to lift it from you decades ago. He wanted all
your good deeds to be a credit to you, not a payment for
past sins. He will take those sins upon Himself. You
cannot really pay for them anyway. He will willingly do
that when you confess and forsake your sins. Now go
forth without your guilt. I only wish I could give you
back those thirty-five years." Elder Vandenberg’s story
returned to me forcefully later when ! faced almost the
same counseling situation. It was painful for me to sense
the decades of guilt that a good person had carried
needlessly.

One of the purposes of a court is to help us avoid that
situation. The Gospel does not use scales of justice
which balance our sins with our virtues; repentance is
the process we use to avoid this balancing act. The
redemption of Christ is by all odds the greatest single
element of the gospel, overshadowing all else. It is
through that redemption that our sins are lifted from us.
But the question remains: "Why can’t repentance be
achieved without courts?" I have asked myself that
question every time I have helped a person prepare for a
court. Certainly the member often cries out that
question.

Beyond the obvious answer that courts were
instituted by revelation2 and directed by the First
Presidency,3 there are some other ideas that may help.
One person who has recently been reinstated said to me,
"Without the court I would have been far too easy on
myself. I simply did not want to face the enormity of my
sin." Another said, "The court prevented me from
feeling that I got away with something."

A further reason that seems important to me is that
there are some sins we commit which cannot be settled
directly between ourselves and the Lord. If we steal
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apples we can go through the purging experience of
returning to the owner, admitting our act, and paying
for the apples. The bishop need not be involved. What
young child has not had such an important learning
experience under the guidance of a wise parent? But
some sins cannot be undone so easily. Try as we may to
make restitution, we are incapable of doing so. We can
use the "water under the bridge" argument and say,

The growth that occurs when people confront
their consciences voluntarily is sacred.

"that is past--I shall not repeat that error." Such resolve
is sometimes sustainable, sometimes not, but in either
case it is not a substitute for restitution. This is
especially true when we have broken solemn covenants.
In some instances we actually-forfeit our right to be
candidates for salvation. These sins must be dealt with in
an extraordinary manner. As one person said to me,
"Without the court I would not have resolved the matter
that sacredly, that completely."

A further reason for the court is that some people
have difficulty extricating themselves from sin without
help. For most people confession is a sufficient tool to
shore up their resolution, but a major change sometimes
requires more than confession. Just as we make
covenants to solemnize our commitments, so we can
submit ourselves to a court as a solemn way to make our
resolve firm so that we will reverse our path. Courts,
like covenants, are sacraments entered into in order to
obtain grace from God. They are sober moments that
bring home to us the terrible pain we have inflicted on
others and on our Father in Heaven.

These reasons alone are not all that changed my
attitude about courts. It is sacred experiences during
counseling and courts that have humbled me. It is the
faith and honesty of the members who seek me out that
teaches me to be grateful for the miracle of repentance.
The experience of being a judge in such a court is
enobling. I know of no higher human experience than
the trust which people give a bishop or a stake president,
in counseling, in court proceedings, and in continued
association during a period of probation. I wish I could be
more specific and share details with you, but this is not
possible. Instead let me just include some random notes I
jotted down during the long hours of a high council
court. My purpose as a bishop in such proceedings is not

to be one of the judges but to sit in the outer office and be
with the member of my ward, to be his friend, and then
to be with him in the courtroom to receive the judgment.
As I waited one night I wrote some sentence fragments
which incompletely describe our feelings of many
weeks:

The tears we have shed together
The plea to be understood
The relief he feels for no longer justifying
The end to compounding the problem
The testimony, the love for the Gospel he embodies
The kneeling in prayer together
The gradual move to trust
The walking through dark valleys together
The despair of dejection
The willingness of sixteen men to deliberate for hours
His surprise that they found his strengths
The feeling of loss, of humiliation
Most of all, the promise of total forgiveness.

As we went into the court ! was overcome, as was he,
by the moment--twelve men in suits and ties standing in
an open circle inside the room, the three members of the
stake presidency and the clerk facing us. I too felt
outnumbered until the president spoke. Quietly and
methodically he discussed all the factors that the council
had considered in defense of the member. I realized why
they had deliberated so long. To my amazement in two
hours they had discovered the motives, the background,
the interactions that had taken me two months to
perceive. Both of us were relieved that they had
understood. Then the president discussed the elements
of guilt that they had to consider--the responsibility, the
wilfullness, the knowledge. I was moved deeply. I felt
that compassion reigned. I was grateful that my efforts
and my counsel with my ward-member friend were
linked consistently with those of the high council.
Though I did not lobby nor recommend a decision, I felt
confident that the presidency and council would exert
their whole souls to unite justice and love.

Following the decision, the presidency met with the
two of us in the president’s office and we charted the
course for my friend’s future. He told the members of
the court then, and me later, that his fear left him when
he looked them in the face. Even though he didn’t expect
to, he became grateful for the process even during the
trial. My gratitude matched his, for in some respect, I felt
on trial too. I identified with him and hoped that my
weeks of counsel had established a constructive spirit.
My gratitude and feeling of harmony with the council
and the presidency were overpowering.

This is an example of how a court functions at its best.
One of the reasons such experiences are so rich is the
integrity of the defendant. Such courage and honesty as
these people possess always moves me deeply. I often
feel that I am in the presence of greatness. Helping
people react in that spiritual manner is the bishop’s
challenge.

I have often stood in awe when those people choose to
act candidly instead of defensively. To me it is a
miracle--necessary for repentance and so easily
suppressed. I always wonder how I can help it to occur. I
recall one evening sitting alone in the bishop’s office
feeling the weight of church trials on my shoulders. I
was considering several cases in various phases of
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completion, including the post-trial phase of probation. I
was feeling terribly inadequate. I knew how pivotal the
court was in the lives of each individual and of the ripple
effect my actions and their actions had on people who
loved them. In my typical academic way I began to see a
category system emerge. Almost like a flash came an
insight into the principle of repentance and the kinds of
cases that come before a court.

It became clear to me that one set of cases involves
people who approach the bishop voluntarily. They wish
to confess a problem that they know is serious and Will
likely lead to a court. They face no deadline. They simply
seek forgiveness, redemption.

Another situation is similar but includes the pressure
of a deadline, a knowledge that the problem has to be
resolved before a marriage can be contracted, a mission
call accepted. But the person comes to the bishop of his
own volition.

The third situation occurs when the bishop is
approached by someone else, perhaps another party who,
has been involved in the problem with the ward
member. Here the bishop has information he cannot in
conscience or responsibility ignore. In these
circumstances the bishop approaches the member and
confronts him or her with the information. Those who
fit in this category are the ones who, once confronted,
freely discuss their involvement, be it damaging or
exonerating. They cooperate with the process even
though they might have preferred to avoid it.

The person in the fourth category is in a similar
situation to the person in the third, but when confronted
with the accusation, he or she chooses to justify the
action, compounding the problem. Only gradually does
this person decide to reverse initial resistance and face
the problem.

The final situation on the spectrum is obvious. Here
the person prevents the court from functioning. He or
she uses deception to withhold information and rejects
the idea that the court has any right to play a part in his
or her life.

My point in detailing this spectrum of cases is this: it
seems to me that the bishop’s role is to facilitate
members’ repentance by encouraging them to take the
most voluntary stance. This can be done in many cases
with patience and love. I am most effective if I encourage
a person to wrestle with his conscience and come to his
own decision to quit justifying his mistakes and
compounding his errors without having to be charged by
a bishop. My job is to establish an atmosphere of trust
and respect that will make it easy for people to do so. The
growth that occurs when people confront their
consciences voluntarily is sacred. I do not want to rob a
person of that opportunity. I must not rush to action just
to get the responsibility off my shoulders.

I am personally convinced that repentance is the most
solid basis for a testimony. The repentance experience is
the best chance to come to an understanding of the
redemption of Christ. If I act too quickly or accuse too
confrontationally ! may cause a person to dig in his heels
and become defensive. Then the court process might not
end up helping, as Bishop Vandenberg suggested. That
does not mean that all cases can be handled so ideally--
only that bishops should strive to make it possible.

There seem to me to be three major factors involved in

encouraging members’ repentance: first, facilitating
voluntary action; second, responding to the person’s
feeling of need; and third, weighing the Lord’s principle
of justice. On some rare occasions when the first two
factors do not apply to a person in need of a court the
bishop is faced with the problem of proceeding on the
third point only. This can be the case especially with a
doctrinal issue or in the situation of a person who

The bishop’s role is to facilitate members’
repentance by encouraging them to take the
most voluntary stance.

opposes the Church publicly. I have never dealt with
such a case and hope never to face one because I wish to
follow Bishop Vandenberg’s criteria of always acting for
the benefit of the person. Such a benefit is difficult to
achieve without a person feeling a need or being willing
to counsel. So I would hope that bishops and stake
presidents would exert great patience when a person
rejects a court’s validity. The consequences of initiating
a trial when it will not benefit the defendant can be
overwhelmingly negative. Every other avenue should be
tried. The decision faced by judges forced to consider the
potential injury to others if the court does not act versus
the damage to the defendant and his or her family if the
court does go ahead without the defendant’s
cooperation is a cruel dilemma indeed.

My own experience is that most members who come
before a court want to gain forgiveness. Some situations
take more time than others, and some are more
successful than others. But several court experiences
have been powerful spiritual highlights of my life and of
the defendant’s life. The attitude of love that my
Midwestern stake president explained has become a
reality, far beyond anything I could anticipate.

The opposite has also been the case. The deepest
sadness I experience, the most sleepless nights I spend,
the worst pain I know, come when people will not even
allow me to talk with them. I have to respect their free
agency, but I am firmly convinced that they would be
benefited by resolving the issues that trouble them
rather than alienating themselves from the Lord, from
the Church and from themselves. My pain is not
centered nearly so much on the fact that I have failed
them, as on the fact that they are unnecessarily creating
a long-term disrespect for themselves. I am prepared to
be castigated by some, and I have made mistakes that
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deserve criticism, but I know one thing that many do not
know--that the court process need not be demeaning
nor vindictive. It is my experience that the fear is usually
brief and the forgiveness is sublime.

church. In some contexts it is an appropriate metaphor--
particularly in those cases where there is a third party
accuser, conflicting evidence, and witnesses. And there
are situations which require that the Church protect
itself and the members from those who would destroy
the institution or misuse its power. But for some people
the metaphor of the court can interfere with the
ultimate purposes of the Church: to develop God’s
children, to enhance their dignity, to move them closer

Notes
1. For an excellent expression of this concept see: Robert L. Simpson,
"Courts of Love" Ensign (July 1972): 48-49. Another insightful
commentary on Church courts and repentance is Stephen L. Cramer’s
The Worth of a Soul, (Orem, Utah. Randall Book, 1983.) It is a frank and
powerful autobiographical account of excommunication.
2. Doctrine and Covenants, Section 102. See also Section 42:80 ff.
3. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, General Handbook of
Instructions. ¯ , Section 8, "The Church Judicial System" (Most recent
revision).
DOUGLAS D. ALDER is a professor of English and director of the
Honors Program at Utah State University.

J. BONNER RITCHIE

I N Susan Sontag’s thought-provoking book, Illness
as Metaphor, she analyzes how language--metaphors
and images, particular ways of describing and hence

thinking about the world--affects behavior. She implies
that a subtle or pungent metaphor may justify, excuse,
condemn, liberate, or imprision. To illustrate, she
focuses on the metaphors associated with cancer.
"Cancerous" is often used to describe those parts of
society that are evil and immoral. Cancer patients may
be victimized by that metaphor if they allow the
metaphor to dictate their conception of the disease itself.
A negative attitude can sap the internal strength and
commitment needed to cope with the illness.

The court is a metaphor sometimes associated with the
processes of control and discipline in the Mormon

to God.
I am particularly concerned about the repentant

individual who confesses to a bishop ana seeks
desperately for 1,o, ve and help. What ha.p,p~ens to that
person when we convene a church court ? Terms like
accused, trial, judge, witness, evidence, sentence,
summons, suggest a¢~ adversarial process with one
person pitted against another. Someone once said,
"There is no such thing as a friendly law suit." In such an~
environment the process is even further confounded by
accounts of violated confidences, vindictive leaders,
witch hunts, or variable treatment depending on your
ward or stake or "who you know.’" The individual whose
background has not reinforced assumptions of
organizational equity, fairness, or justice to the lone
individual may understandably be afraid, suspicious,
uncertain about the process. The issue is not the validity
of the perception but its effect on the individual in need
of help.

I can never think of courts without remembering my
experience as an Army officer confronted with my first
court martial. I was appointed defense counsel for a
young, green private w[~6 had wrecked a jeer. and killed a
passenger. A platoon sergeant had ordered him to take
the vehicle and run an errand despite the fact that the
private was not trained or licensed to operate the
vehicle. The private was being court martialed for man-
slaughter. I remember sitting before an intimidating
group of high-ranking officers and hearing the trial
counsel stand and announce that "the prosecution is
ready to proceed in the case of the United States vs.
Private John Rodriguez." I thought, "Gee, the United
States vs. John?" It sounded a little unfair. In that moment
I changed from a mechanical operator of organizational
and bureaucratic processes into a passionate crusader
for the rights of the oppressed. I decided that I didn’t care
whether John was guilty or not--though I thought he
was a scapegoat forced to carry the burden of
organizational immorality. He needed a lot more under-
standing than I saw the military justice system providing
through its institutional mechanisms.

Through that experience and others in the military,_
the civil rights movement, the university and corporate
settings, I decided that my primary professional
commitment would be to help l~eople protect themselves
from organizational abuse. I know there are many other
ways to approach organizations. You can train
managers--I’ve done enough of that. You can restruc-
ture organizations, make them more effective in
achieving goals. But I wonder if effectiveness in attain-
ing goals can be justified at that moment when some
individual is sacrificed, abused, offended, demeaned.

Of course the institution involved, whether military,
athletic, scientific, business, or ecclesiastical would
argue that a larger good is served by a particular strategy
even though some individuals may be hurt. Whether or
not that is true, I think decision makers should feel the
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need to analyze and justify such action--especially
leaders in the Church. Christ charged his followers to
search out the one lost sheep, even at some risk to the
ninety and nine.

This principle is especially crucial when a member--
potentially that one lost sheep--is "arraigned" before
ecclesiastical leaders. As I learned in the case of the
United States versus John Rodriguez, the court
metaphor often implies the large organization versus
the small individual. I am concerned when the organi-
zation becomes so big that an experience is seen as a
"bureaucratic encounter." Dependent individuals can
develop a feeling of helplessness or paranoia when they
interact with a large, powerful, bureaucratic entity. In a
church court, an individual may already feel frightened,
out of control, and vulnerable. The formality of the
court may make the process--and the Church which is
behind it--seem impersonal, threatening, and uncaring.

The metaphor of court and judgment can be
particularly troubling when the male system is judging a
female. Several women have expressed to me their
concern--a justifiable one I believe--that male role
models and male expectations sometimes stand in the
way of understanding women’s problems. Although
some women may be sympathetic about this lack of
understanding, others have expressed to me real bitter-
ness, particularly regarding what they describe as
voyeurism on the part of male interrogators. Several
women have told me that the demand for specific details
by some individuals became a barrier to constructive
problem solving when a confession had already
established the relevant facts.

Because the metaphor of the court embodies poten-
tially damaging language and images, it is particularly
frightening when the court becomes a perfunctory tool
in the service of administrative efficiency. I recall a case
as a bishop in which I was willing to excommunicate an
individual, but I had a vei’v compassionate counselor
who said, "Wait a minute. Maybe we’re acting too fast.
Do we just want our home teaching records to look
better? Or do ~Te have enough love in our hearts towait
this person out. So what if we only have forty percent
home teaching because we’re carrying people who won’t
let home teachers come." We reconsidered and didn’t
excommunicate him. The individual did eventually come
back. If he’d been excommunicated, I wonder if he would
have.

Recently I found a note in my Doctrine and Covenants
which I had made during a high council court session a
few years ago. I doodle a great deal during tense
situations, and the doodling in court s6ssions is more
intense than at other times. The lines are sharper. The
arrows more pointed. And, in the corner of that little
piece of paper, I wrote, "This individual needs to be
excommunicated because he doesn’t have the ability to
repent without it." A brutal judgment. If in some cases it
may be true, I think it points to another problem which is
inher, ent in the metaphor of the court. A court is
necessarily an external process. It can therefore be used
as a vehicle for people to absolve themselves of the
burden of confronting themselves: "I’ll defer to the
external process rather than developing the internal
discipline." For some people it’s a matter of doing what is
easiest. Others are actually dependent on such an
external process. The critical question is to what extent

the Church helps to create such dependence. We often
talk about giving people milk before they can handle
meat, but do we maintain a milk diet when they need
meat? Do we treat our members always as children,
incapable of accepting responsibility? I feel that in the
larger gospel framework there are many concepts and
many metaphors which strongly reinforce the

Terms like accused, trial, judge, witness,
evidence, sentence, summons suggest an
adversarial process.

importance of developing individual responsibility.
When we depend upon, or force, the external system’s
criterion to define in each situation whether we are good
or bad, right or wrong, then we have defaulted in the
most important process--that internal process by which
we accept responsibility for disciplining ourselves.

The public nature of the court judgment may also

Foroduce other consequences as well. Hester Prynne was
rced to wear the scarlet letter, and those

excommunicated from the Church are often similarly
censured before their brothers and sisters. This causes
devastation enough for the individual, but why should
innocent members of the family have to suffer as a
private tragecly becomes widely known? As an example,
I know a man whose father was excommunicated. Some
in our ward treated the son as though he were somehow
tainted by his father’s Church-proclaimed guilt. In
subtle ways, we prevented him from having a normal
childhood, forced upon him his father’s condemnation.
Twenty years later when the son was excommunicated
for moral infraction, I heard someone say, "It’s in the
family blood." I wondered how much was really in the
blood and how much was in our social reinforcement
system which created in him hostility, antagonism, and
an uncertain identity.

Another problem with the court metaphor is that it
forces upon the bishop or stake president and members
of a bishopric or high council the roles of judge, jury,
police officer. These are not the only roles which such
people are asked to play. They also need to be an
administrator, manager, counselor, teacher, friend,
bureaucrat. But such multiplicity of roles is a difficult
feat for any one person. And it is more confusing still for
the person who must seek help from such a leader. Can
he or she depend on the friend or counselor or will he or
she find instead the policeman, the judge? Most people
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are uncomfortable with the policeman. Or, when a Pharisee’s house, brought an alabaster box of ointment,
member perceives the bishop as a bureaucrat and needs a
counselor, very often the constructive rebuilding
process never begins.

Unfortunately some leaders may overemphasize the
sterner roles. Some individuals classify certain bishops
as "hanging" bishops, and some stakes are perceived as
"hanging" stakes. I recall many students who have come

The consequence of initiating a trial
when it will not benefit the defendant

can be overwhelmingly negative.

to me with problems over which I have no legitimate
jurisdiction except as a friend or brother. It has always
troubled me to hear them say, "I can’t go to my bishop or
to my stake president." They ask, "Can you suggest a
ward I can move to where I can find an understanding
bishop? Do you have a list of bishops that would be
responsive or compatible?" Or, as one student said,
"When I came to BYU and had my bishop’s interview, my
father was my stake president and my girlfriend’s father
was my bishop, and I couldn’t really talk to either one, so
I’ve lived with a lie this last year." It is sad when
individuals can’t talk to fathers or bishops because they
fear a court.

We demand such versatility from our leaders because
the Church itself is an all-encompassing institution.
Given the multiplicity of goals and concerns, it is no
wonder that we occasionally end up with an ironic mixed
metaphor: "a court of love."

In order to broaden our perspective, I would suggest
that we look at the metaphors we use to describe the
relationship between Christ and the Church. We often
hear Christ described as the head of the Church. There is
defensible logic for this metaphor. The head suggests a
rational or "mechanical" model of justice, administrative
efficiency, attendance at meetings, collection of
revenues, and so on. Christ may also be described as the
heart of the Church. In Luke we find the Savior going to
dinner with a Pharisee, who I think perceived Christ as
the head. The woman in the story obviously perceived
Christ as the heart. It is instructive to see how Christ
himself responded:

And one of the Pharisees desired him that he would eat
with him. And he went into the Pharisee’s house, and sat
down to meat. And, behold, a woman in the city, which
was a sinner, when she knew that Jesus sat at meat in the

And stood at his feet behind him weeping, and began to
wash his feet with tears, and did wipe them with the
hairs of her head and kissed his feet, and anointed them
with the ointment. Now when the Pharisee which had
bidden him saw it, he spake within himself, saying, "This
man, if he were a prophet, would have known who and
what manner of woman this is that toucheth him: for she
is a sinner." And Jesus answering said unto him, "Simon,
! have some what to say unto thee." And he saith,
"Master say on."

"There was a certain creditor which had two debtors:
the one owed five hundred pence, and the other fifty.
And when they had nothing to pay, he frankly forgave
them both. Tell me therefore, which of them will love
him most?"

Simon answered and said, "I suppose that he, to whom
he forgave most." And he said unto him, "Thou hast
rightly judged." And he turned to the woman, and said
unto Simon, "Seest thou this woman? 1 entered into
thine house, thou gavest me no water for my feet: but
she hath washed my feet with tears, and wiped them
with the hairs of her head. Thou gavest me no kiss: but
this woman since the time I came in hath not ceased to
kiss my feet. My head with oil thou didst not anoint: but
this woman hath anointed my feet with ointment.
Wherefore I say unto thee, Her sins, which are many, are
forgiven; for she loved much: but to whom little is
forgiven, the same loveth little."

And he said unto her, "Thy sins are forgiven." And
they that sat at meat with him began to say within
themselves, "Who is this that forgiveth sins also?" And
he said to the woman, "Thy faith hath saved thee; go in
peace." (Luke 7:36-50.)

Christ knew that an intensity of love facilitates for-
giveness and growth. He always encouraged people like
the women in the scripture to express and receive such
love. I feel that the burden, or opportunity, of those who
administer the Church is to create the same kind of
environment--where people have the confidence and
security that they can try and fail and be loved and
forgiven.

Does a court help to create this environment? As a
contrasting metaphor, I like the concept of a "council." In
D&C 102, the section delineating the procedure for
church courts, the term "council" is used rather than
court. In my mind, this suggests concern and
responsiveness, discussion rather than argument, help
rather than judgment. If the dominant role of the court
is judgment and justice, I suggest the dominant role of a
council is understanding and help. This is a metaphor
which emphasizes the heart of the Savior.

And I suggest that more of the metaphors we use
ought to reinforce the heart of the Savior. I would hope
that we might find within whatever institutional
mechanism we are operating--including the processes
of discipline and repentance--the capacity to strive for
more than the simply efficient or merely appropriate.
Rather we should invoke those metaphors which are
noble and good, uplifting and compassionate, which
move us to a higher level in our conceptualization of the
purpose, structure, and administration of the Church,
and those which hold the dignity of the individual to be
truly sacred.

J. BONNER RITCHIE is a professor in the department of
organizational behavior at BYU and received his Ph.D. from the
University of California, Berkeley.
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A Sociobiological Perspective of the Doctrinal Development of Polygyny

I
F the brain evolved by natural selection," argues E.O. Wilson in his Pulitzer
prize winning book, On Human Nature, "even the capacities to select particular
esthetic judgments and religious beliefs must have arisen by the same

mechanistic process.’’1 Sociobiology is a field which examines the connections
between such social beliefs and institutions and the evolutionary process.
According to sociobiologists, individuals are engaged in competition to
reproductively promote genes from their own biological heritage. The ultimate
mark of an individual’s sucqess within his or her lifetime is th, e extent to which his
or her genes are reposed in the next generation. Religion is particularly interesting
for sociobiological study because religious doctrine often influences the sexual
practices of a culture. Evolutionary theory would predict that such doctrines are
molded by reproductive competition and genetic self-interest.

Larry Foster in his recent book, Religion and Sexuality, describes the relationship
between religious doctrine and sexual customs in three nineteenth-century
groups--the Shakers who practiced celibacy, the members of the Oneida
community who practiced complex or group marriage, and the Mormons who
practiced polygyny.2 In the case of the Mormons, sociobiology is specifically
concerned with how polygynous doctrine might have functioned to select certain
elite males to become the culture’s highest reproducers.
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It is reasonable to examine Mormon doctrine from
such a sociobiological perspective because polygyny did
in fact produce a reproductively distinct hierarchy.* The
reproductive strategy of early Mormonism promoted a
hierarchy dominated by relatives, maintained that
domination by patrilineal succession, and magnified
those relatives’ reproduction through polygyny, which
was embraced more widely by the hierarchy than the
general Church population.

Thirteen of the original twenty-eight hierarchical
appointees during the tenure of Joseph Smith were
Smith’s biological relatives, averaging about four
generations removed to a common ancestor.3 Selections
for the practice of polygyny in Nauvoo also had a
genealogical component: eight of the ten hierarchical
members chosen by Joseph Smith to practice polygyny
were his biological relatives.4 Since there was a high
degree of patrilineal success to leadership, sons of the
Smith-related group were represented in the hierarchy
during the whole course of the practice of polygyny
within the Church.

The high involvement of the Smith-related hierarchy
in polygyny appears to have enhanced their genetic
reproductive fitness or, in sociobiological parlance, their
inclusive fitness. It is possible for one’s fitness to be
much extended beyond that which would otherwise be
apparent solely through the sum of one’s children. Thus
fitness should be properly considered "inclusive" of
one’s kin. Thus even though an individual had no direct
descendants, he or she could still gain genetic
representation in the following generation by means of
children born to his or her siblings or other biological
relatives. For example, a fourth of the genes held by an
individual are held in common with his or her niece or
nephew. Parents have half their genes in common with
their offspring, siblings half their genes with each other,
grandparents a fourth of their genes with
grandchildren, cousins an eighth of their genes in
common, and so on.

The genetic success of the Smith-related hierarchy is
placed in rather bold relief when an analysis is made of
their degree of fertility. If the unit of measurement" is
taken to be a child sired directly--an individual sharing
half of one’s genes--then any one person within the
Smith-related hierarchy sired the equivalent of 24.2
children. By contrast, an average member of the Smith-
unrelated hierarchy sired 11.4 children. This two-to-one
difference is a substantial advantage indeed. It is
attributable to the compounding which occurs when
polygyny is practiced by a group of men who are initially
biological relatives. What this difference in inclusive
fitness suggests is that Mormon polygyny may have
functioned to specifically promote the genetic heritage
of its founder, Joseph Smith, and his relatives.

In addition to the fact that the Smith-related
hierarchy reproductively distinguished itself from the
Smith-unrelated hierarchy, the hierarchy as a whole
remained reproductively distinct from the general
Mormon population--even while polygyny was
preached for public practice after 1852. Hierarchical
polygynists (from 1830 to 1897) had an average of 5.12
wives and 25.00 children,s while Utah polygynist males
*Unless otherwise indicated, "hierarchy" will refer to all appointments to the
Church presidency and its apostolate occurring under the leadership of Joseph
Smith (1830-1844).

in general averaged about 2.41 wives6 and 15.00
children.7 Mormon monogamist males from 1820 to
1910 had an average of only 6.63 children.S

Darwin’s theory of sexual selection argues that
females choose mates based upon their potential for
reproductive success.9 Darwin also maintains that males
often embellish their appearance and behavior with
colorful ornamentation and rigorous courtship displays
in order to effectively advertise their reproductive
status to potential mates.1° Though polygyny was
preached as a general commandment to the Church
after 1852, there were certain doctrinal ideas, some
implicit and some explicit, which tended to promote the
marital prospects of the hierarchy, in the way Darwin’s
theories suggest.

Some of these promotions might be called "informal"

Some held that the purpose of potygyny was
to endow the earth with improved offspring.

or "inadvertent.’" Discourse about polygyny often
emphasized the need to control and discriminate the
types of men who would become polygynists. Heber C.
Kimball’s comment, while manifesting hyperbole,
reveals the general attitude of the period:

If I am not a good man, I have no right in this church to a
wife or wives, or to the power to propagate my species.
What then should be done with me? Make me a eunuch
and stop my propagation.11

This emphasis on the fact that all were not worthy to
practice polygyny went together with the belief of some
that the purpose of polygyny was to endow the earth
with improved offspring. General Authority and
polygynist, B.H. Roberts, hints at a general eugenical
attitude regarding polygynous reproduction in his own
overview of the accomplishments of Mormon polygyny:

It was in the name of a divinely ordered species of
eugenics that Latter-day Saints accepted the revelation
which included a plurality of wives. [Polygyny] would
have afforded the opportunity of producing from that
consecrated fatherhood and motherhood the improved
type of man the world needs to reveal the highest
possibilities of the race, that the day of the super-man
might come, and with him come also the redemption and
betterment of the race.12

Brigham Young appears to sustain this view, explaining
polygyny as a means of raising a royal priesthood:

The time is coming when the Lord is going to raise a holy
nation .... He will bring up a royal priesthood upon the
earth, and he has introduced a plurality of wives for that
express purpose.13

The fact that polygynous reproduction was always
taught as having a unique godly sanction and giving rise
to special offspring may have reinforced many females’
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attraction to polygynous males.
At the same time that the practice of polygyny was at

its peak in Nauvoo, there arose a concept of a
reproducing and polygynous God whose glory consisted
"in the number of his posterity."14 Similarly, a man’s
ability to become a God was sometimes associated with
"’the increase of his own progeny.’’15 According to
Benjamin F. Johnson, one of the first polygynists:

The first command was to "Multiply" and the Prophet
Joseph taught us that Dominion & power in the great
Future would be Commensurate with the no of "Wives
children and Friends" that we inherit here and that our
great mission to earth was to organize a Nuculi of
Heaven to take with us. To the increase of which would
be no end.1~

"Reproductive wishes" were expressed flamboyantly in
this pulpit fanfaronade of Heber C. Kimball:

How long do you suppose it will be before my posterity
increases to over a million? A hundred years will not pass
away before I will become millions myself. You may go to
work and reckon it up, and twenty-five years will not
pass away before brother Brigham [Young] and I will
number more than this whole Territory.~7

Furthermore it was taught that "the only men who
become Gods... are those who enter polygamy."ls This
imagery which associates high rank and power with
glorified notions of polygyny and reproduction may
have also functioned to focus unmarried females’

Religion may be just one aspect of a
broader evolutionary theme.

attention on the divine aura of polygynous males.
In addition there was specific encouragement for

members of the hierarchy to practice polygyny. George
S. Tanner, for example, describes the pressure on his
father, a prominent leader: "’The idea was that a man
who was in a prominent position should have another
wife .... [Leaders weren’t] setting a very good example if
they didn’t enter polygamy.’’~

Women were similarly encouraged to accept proposals
to enter polygyny. "We were told that if a worthy man
asked us to marry into polygamy, we were supposed to
accept it," recalled one woman.20 Women were also
encouraged to consider the rank of the men proposing
marriage. "If a woman can find a man holding the keys of
the priesthood with higher power and authority than
her husband, and he is disposed to take her," said
Brigham Young on one occasion, "he can do s0."21

Such informal beliefs and directives may have
indirectly promoted the members of the hierarchy as
marital prospects. In addition, members of the hierarchy
held specific views about their own biological heritage

which they felt singled them out to be not only the
culture’s leaders but also it’s highest reproducers. Heber
C. Kimball is perhaps the most outspoken of the "elite
pedigree" of the Church’s hierarchy:

You take a man that is not very good, and that has a wife
that is not very good, and they cannot produce a very
good fruit, because the root [their ancestry] is not very
good .... Is it as plain as cattle? You understand how to
originate good stock, and so do I .... It is upon this same
principle that this people should become regenerated ....

The aristocracy--that is, those that are called the
aristocracy, came out of the old country; they came as far
as Lehi came from Jerusalem, and so on, till they came
into this country .... Those men were choice characters,
and God spake to them, and they came over here ....

I am one of the sons of those old veterans Iprophets],
and so is brother Brigham [Young] ....

Now, I will refer to brother Brigham, brother Heber
[C. Kimball], brother Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery,
Bishop N[ewell]. K. Whitney, and lots of other men.
Brother Joseph [Smith] actually saw those men in vision;
he saw us in a day when we were all together. We have
been separated by marriage and thrown apart; but he
saw the day when we all came out of one stock, and that
was out of the aristocracy. Yes, we came directly down
through the Prophets, and not only us, but lots of
others--the whole Smith race.2~

"Elite heritage" extended into explanations by the
hierarchy of their own appointments to leadership.
According to Heber C. Kimball:

Our fathers were heirs to that Priesthood, which was
handed down from father to son, and we [the hierarchy]
came through that lineage .... We are and we were heirs
when we were called and ordained to the Apostleship.23

Wilford Woodruff wrote, "I am entitled to the Keys of
the Priesthood according to lineage and Blood, so is
H[eber]. C. Kimball & many others."24 Joseph Smith
taught that he was a literal descendant of the biblical
prophet Joseph of Egypt,25 and Brigham Young taught
that it was this "pure" descent through the "blood
relation" that gave Joseph Smith "the sole right and
lawful power" to leadership. In addition, Young taught
his family that the "same blood of Ephraim" ran in their
veins.2o

A much more difficult doctrine to document, but
perhaps a natural outgrowth of a view of "superior
heritage," was that of "divine descent" and the literal
fatherhood of Christ. Sporadic allusions in the literature
are ambiguous but are consistent with the reproductive
motif. Orson Hyde, the most publicly vocal on this
matter, taught, "We say it was Jesus Christ who was
married, to be brought into the relation whereby he
could see his seed, before he was crucified." He then
alluded to the hiprarchy:"That seed has had its influence
upon the chosen of God in the last days. That same spirit
inspires them that inspires their father, who bled and
died upon the cross after the manner of the flesh."27
Many years later in a "solemn assembly" George Q.
Cannon, as recorded by Rudger Clawson, taught:

There are those in this audience who are descendants of
the Lord’s Twelve Apostles--and, shall I say it, yes,
descendants of the Savior himself.His seed is
represented in the body of these men.2s

As recorded elsewhere, George Q. Cannon during a
private meeting of the hierarchy identified himself as a
direct descendant of Christ.2~
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The doctrine of "elite heritage" suggests an
association with three elements of reproductive
strategy. First, it may have increased the reproductive
attrai:tiveness of the hierarchy as potential mates by
distinguishing them from all other Mormon social
strata. Second, the notion not only may have justified
the original inclusion of relatives into the hierarchy, but
may have justified patrilineal succession as a
consequence of priesthood heirship. Finally, "elite
heritage" may have allowed the differential practice of
polygyny by the hierarchy, justifying it as a means of
proliferating a divine heritage.

Polygyny may have functioned to promote
the genetic heritage of Joseph Smith and his

relatives.

Many hierarchical teachings reveal an idealized socio-
biological course of behavior. Polygynous doctrines do
not appear to have been generated in the absence of
genetic self-interest.

Such a view places the development of religious
doctrine into the general context of behavioral evolution
and suggests further exploration of the question
originally posited by E.O. Wilson: Is religion just one
aspect of a broader evolutionary scheme resulting from
reproductive competition.7
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PERSONAL REFLECTIONS ON
MORMON HISTORY
l have decided to

present a few
observations that

have come to me as I have
had the pleasure of
reading in diaries and
letters, books and
manuscripts, of some of
the early Saints.

The first observation is
that becoming a Mormon
was a "’freeing experience"
for those who joined the
Church during the first
thirty or forty years of its
his{ory. Most of those
who heard the gospel
message in the early
nineteenth century were
very serious about
religion--and their
parents were equally
seriou’s. To most of them,
living a proper and God-
fearing life involved the
repression of desires and
instincts that today seem
perfectly healthy and
wholesome. One could not
dance, listen to a violin, go
for a nature walk on
Sunday, read a novel, or
attend a comedy at the
theater. Many of these
early converts had a
strong sense of guilt and
they expressed that guilt
in a sanctimonious
demeanor and grave
contenance. They gave
~very appearance of look-
ing on the serious side of
things that, in reality, had
no serious side--regarding
humor as incompatible
with religion. It was said
that Brigham Young’s
brother, Joseph, had never
been seen to smile during
the six years before he
became a Mormon.
Happily, the teachings of LEONARD J. ARRINGTON

Joseph Smith "released"
converts from such strict
beliefs. Under his influ-
ence, the early Saints were
encouraged to shed the
artifically solemn mantle
that contemporary reli-
gion seemed to insist
upon. By following his
example, they could be
both serious and playful;
pious, but not inhibited.
There was a spontaneity, a
joviality, and a combina-
tion of good humor and
seriousness of purpose
that made the Church
attractive to many. Humor
and religion were finally
reconcilable. Mormonism
taught that men and
women are that they
might have joy, and that
they might have it more
abundantly. Mormons
were happy because the
restored gospel permitted
them to develop all facets
of their personalities,
allowing them to partici-
pate in recreational and
cultural activities and to
enjoy a positive attitude
towards sexuality. What-
ever their trials, whatever
the obstacles they had to
overcome as members of
the Church, they enjoyed
a fuller and more joyful life
than they would have lived
in the culture in which
they were brought up.
Partly with this in mind,
Brigham Young once
declared, "I feel like
shouting hallelujah all the
time when I think that I
ever knew Joseph Smith,
the Prophet."

This brings me to a
second observation,
namely, that a sense of
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humor played an important role in sustaining the Saints
under difficult circumstances. There was, for them, no
conflict between piety and moderate levity. The inter-
spersing of spiritual communion with boisterous
activity shocked many other so-called Christians, but it
prepared the Saints for the arduous and exacting life
that faced them. Their diaries suggest that their lives
could be exhilarating and exciting even when there was
hardship and want. Mormonism loosened the Saints up,
as it were, offering some relief from the tense and
humorless pursuit of immediate goals. It gave them
balance, helped them enjoy the pick-and-shovel aspect of
life and helped them overcome sorrow and frustration.
There was hope and buoyancy, optimism and faith.
Acceptance of the new and everlasting covenant served
to expand their souls. Humor helped them dispose of
contradictions, conflicts, and frustrations in a socially
healthy manner. What modern missionary could not
sympathize with Parley P. Pratt who, upon returning to
his digs one cold, wet, disappointing night is said to have
disrobed, bounced onto one knee with a quick, "Dear
Lord, bless Parley, Amen," and then scrambled into bed
before his startled companion could even get the door
closed?

I especially like the diary of a sister who reports the
neighborhood gossip. One neighbor woman who
apparently "wore the pants" in her family is reported to
have become angry, grabbed a broom, and pursued her
husband through the house, finally cornering him under
the bed with a rain of blows. "Come out," she cried,
"come out." "No," he retorted. "I’m staying right here.
I’ll show you who holds the priesthood in this house!"

Or, here is Wilford Woodruff’s account of a
missionary breakfast:

In those days it was the custom of the Missourians to ask
you to eat even if they were hostile to you. So this
gentleman asked us to take breakfast .... He knew we
were Mormons; and as soon as we began to eat, he began
to swear about the Mormons. He had a large platter of
bacon and eggs, and plenty of bread on the table, and his
swearing did not hinder our eating, for the harder he
swore the harder we ate, until we got our stomachs full.
Then we arose from the table, took our hats, and
thanked him for our breakfast. The last we heard of him
he was still swearing. I trust the Lord will reward him for
our breakfast.

Dining with a cursing mobster hardly sounds inviting,
but Wilford Woodruff’s sweetly reasonable tone and his
skill in bringing out the incongruity of the situation
suggest that the early Saints enjoyed the comic
reenactment of experiences shared during the rough
days in Missouri.

Pioneer humor, as found in letters, diary entries,
missionary stories, occasional pranks, and the bestowal
of nicknames, was a means of attacking pretension,
hypocrisy, vanity and excessive pride. I like the way the
younger intelligentsia of 1870 parodied the pompous
hyperbole used in speeches of certain leaders as they
commemorated the settling of the Salt Lake Valley in
1847. "Twenty-three years ago," wrote one youthful
editor, "at six o’clock in the morning, this whole
territory was one vast, howling wilderness. The red
Indian scoured the plain where now our plain women
scour the floors, while the sagebrush and greasewood,

towering in majesty over it, lent a grateful shade to the
bloodthirsty cricket and the carnivorous grasshopper.
The modest mouse and timid bedbug went forth, hand in
hand, peacefully, over this broad land, with none to
molest or make them afraid .... Everything was dull,
dark and torpid; the world needed waking up."

The Saints’ sense of humor did not undermine their
loyalty to the Church, but instead gave them a strong
sense of group identity and illustrated the weaknesses
and strengths of their own movement. More generally,
it helped them develop the cultural pride that one would
expect of God’s chosen people.

A third observation has to do with the nature of our
apostate literature and of the people who have written
it. Sooner or later, every Mormon historian has to come
to grips with this literature--the writing of Philastus
Hurlbut, John C. Bennett, John Hyde, Jr., Fanny and
ToB.H. Stenhouse, Hans Freece, and others. By and
large, the writers of these books were persons of talent
and sensitivity who had once made a total commitment
to Mormonism, must have felt a sense of guilt about
leaving the faith, and sought to purge that guilt by
writing about it. They felt a compulsion to explain to the
group--and perhaps to themselves--why they had left.
Because the Saints were persecuted throughout much of
the nineteenth century, their sense of guilt must have
been especially acute. And because these people had
strongly identified with Mormonism for many years, in
seeking to create a new role for themselves "in the
world," they simply kept talking and writing about it,
now taking a negative instead of a positive tack. Torn
between love and hate, uneasy about laughing at a
religion they had once immersed themselves in so
ardently and one that was regarded so dearly by people
they loved, they poured out their vitriol in
selfjustification. Angry about punctured dreams,
broken promises, and human weaknesses, they justified
their decision to break from their moorings by turning
around and attacking the culture, values, beliefs, and
standards that once guided their lives.

One wishes that, instead of the shallow diatribes and
bitter epithets, they had written more about how they
felt when they joined the movement. What was it in
Mormonism that attracted them and obtained their
allegiance? Through what stages did they go in their
subsequent disillusionment? Wouldn’t it have been
helpful to future Saints if they had provided a
description of the struggles of conscience they went
through before they made the final agonizing
withdrawal from the Church? Was the creative part of
their "expose" not, in reality, a merciless interrogation
of their own motives and character? Why did the most
virulent apostasy often occur among people who were
once the most confiding, the most obedient? And is
there not a lesson here for all of us--that a healthy
discipleship is not sycophancy, that it is not healthy to be
either fanatically for or against? Is there not danger in
becoming such hysterical, uncompromising advocates
that we may reverse ground and begin to focus too
heavily on the shortcomings?

Psychologists talk about the law of reversed effect, a
principle which states that our efforts to keep from
having wrong ideas can be so determined and make us so
tense our chances of accepting those very ideas are
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C. Kimball, but my knowing this did not impair them in
my estimation. I thanked God I saw these imperfections.

0
0

actually magnified. I saw this principle in action in Italy
at the end of World War II when, frequently, those who
had been the most fanatical Fascists became fanatical
Communists. In religion, our difficult struggles with
conscience require a certain relaxation and surrender.
This is true not only in our personal lives but also in the
study of Church history. We should give the Lord and
the Holy Ghost a chance to help us see things in
perspective--the failures along with the triumphs, the
achievements along with the deficienciesand

We must have neither exaggerated expectations
nor cynical doubts about what our history can
demonstrate.

imperfections. We must have neither exaggerated
expectations nor cynical doubts about what our history
can demonstrate.

This brings me to the fourth observation, namely,
that our prophets and other leaders were great men and
women, but they were also human beings. I know that it
sounds silly to say that, but so much of our literature
suggests that our leaders were above human weakness
and foible that it is necessary to keep reminding
ourselves that they were also capable of human error,
that they were something short of divine. What Lorenzo
Snow said of Joseph Smith is worth repeating:

I saw Joseph Smith the Prophet do things which I did not
approve of; and yet... I thanked God that He would put
upon a man who had these imperfections the power and
authority which He placed upon him . . . for I knew I
myself had weakness and I thought there was a chance
for me. These same weaknesses... I knew were in Heber

Even Brigham Young, who loved Joseph Smith with a
constancy that bordered on idolatry, admitted that he
sometimes thought that Joseph was not always right in
his management of affairs. "It gave me sorrow of heart
to see this," he said, but "I clearly saw and understood
that if I was to harbor a thought in my heart that Joseph
could be wrong in anything, I would begin to lose
confidence in him and that feeling would grow until at
last I would have the same lack of confidence in his being
the mouthpiece for the Almighty." So Brigham decided
to let the Lord deal with Joseph’s failings. "Though I
admitted in my feelings and knew all the time that
Joseph was a human being and subject to err, it was none
of my business to look after his faults. He was called of
God; and if God had a mind to leave him to himself and
let him commit an error, that was no business of
mine .... Though he had his weaknesses," Brigham
continued, "he was all that any people could require a
true prophet to be."

Unfortunately, Joseph Smith’s contemporaries did not
leave a record of just what faults the founding prophet
had. Was he sometimes arrogant in his treatment of
others? Was he a little too physical for contemporary
dispositions? Did he occasionally lack good judgment in
his choice of assistants and advisors? Did his decisions
on political matters seem to smack of expediency?
Although he maintained complete confidence in his
calling and in the validity of his revelations, the
Prophet’s personal diary shows that he was fully aware
of his own weaknesses and found it a struggle to live
worthily in every respect. The diary also reveals an
abundance of desirable and wholesome human traits. He
prayed often--to be forgiven, for help in overcoming his
weaknesses, for his personal salvation. He loved people:
he loved Emma, he loved his children, he loved his
parents, he loved his brothers and sisters, he loved old
people, he loved tiny children, he loved boys, he loved
girls, he loved to have people around him. Clearly a
warm and engaging personality, he kissed babies, took
children for rides in the country, put cranky children on
his lap to be lulled to sleep, played horsy with his
children, played ball with the boys, and pulled sticks with
the junior Nauvoo Legion. He was extremely generous
and far more interested in helping people than in making
a profit--a fact which helps to explain why his
businesses failed. He loved learning; he took classes and
encouraged others to do so, enjoyed lectures, and always
sought to know more. He believed that the world was a
wonderful place, and he wanted to enjoy and understand
it--a healthy attitude for an imperfect human being
striving to improve himself.

Many of you know I have spent several years studying
Brigham Young. Did he also have imperfections?
Clearly, he did. He could be harsh in his censure. He
occasionally showed contempt for intellectuality. He
was inclined to stretch the truth in his use of hyperbole.
He could be very stubbern. And he sometimes called
upon people to make sacrifices that most would describe
as unconscionable.

But because he was human in these respects, he was
also human in ways that caused thousands to love him,
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admire him, imitate him, and seek his advice. He cried
when he saw the suffering of helpless people. His
compassion for orphans caused him to invite dozens into
his household. He was hard on men who neglected their
wives or treated widows unfairly; he was patient with
violators of Church standards; he was a good listener,
had a sense of humor, and could be very spiritual. In
short, as is the case with most of us, his humanness had a
positive side that overshadowed the negative. Is it
possible that the Lord chose Joseph to be the leader in the
restoration of the gospel because his human qualities
were an indispensable accompaniment to his revelatory
qualities? Is it also possible the Lord chose Brigham
Young to lead the Church during the late Nauvoo,
Winter Quarters, and early Great Basin periods
precisely because of his human qualities, both those
which we assess today as being positive and those we
might regard as negative?

Brigham was a short-legged man with powerful
shoulders and a massive chest whose forceful voice
urged a whole generation of Saints to build the Kingdom
of God in a desolate and inhospitable region. He gave the
appearance of being a hard man--one who did not
hesitate to call a spade a spade, one whose tongue cut
down hypocrites, betrayers, and malingerers. Upon his
departure from Missouri, according to a diary entry
made by one who heard him give an address to friends,
he cursed the Missourians:

Bro. Brigham arose and [made] some pointed and
appropriate remarks. He called upon the Lord to bless
this place for the good of the Saints, and curse every
Gentile who should attempt to settle here with sickness,
rottenness, and death. Also to curse the land of Missouri,
that it might cease to bring forth grain or fruit of any
kind to its inhabitants, and that they might be cursed
[with] sickness, rottenness and death, that their flesh
might consume away on their bones, and their blood be
turned into maggots and that their torments never
cease.

In his sermons he sometimes used strong metaphors: he
would whip out his bowie knife to fight evil, he would
scatter the enemy across lots, he would drive the sword
of righteousness to its plummet.

But perhaps these violent expressions were only a
cover for Brigham’s basically non-violent feelings. (For
he was basically non-violent.) Perhaps his verbal ferocity
masked a tender, soft-hearted person who was ashamed
to admit his compassion because he was afraid people
would think him feminine and cowardly. It is possible
that his sarcastic criticism of others was an external
indication of discontentment with his own ambivalence.

Perhaps his essential nature is more clearly indicated
by his statement, made just a few years after cursing the
Missourians, about a horde of hungry grasshoppers who
almost devoured his fields of grain:

I have never yet [he said] had a feeling to drive them [the
grasshoppers] from one plant in my garden. Last season
when the grasshoppers came on my crops, I said, "Nibble
away, my little fellow, I may as well feed you as to have
my neighbors do it; I have sown plenty, and you have not
raised any yourselves." And when the harvest came, [he
said] you would not have known that there had been a
grasshopper there .... Pay attention to what the Lord
requires of you and let the balance go.

And so his solution to the grasshopper problem was
simply to plant as much as possible in the good years and
store the surplus to take care of the years of drouth and
grasshopper incursions.

Which was the real Brigham and which was the
facade? Was he a kindly, benevolent, tender-hearted
father-figure or the sarcastic, hate-spouting chief of the
Danites? As he systematically dressed down some
people, even close associates, was he really chastising
them, or was he, by chance, talking to himself? Was his
criticism of Orson Pratt the result of a considered

I believe, with Brigham Young, in doing the best
we can and leaving the balance to God.

judgment that Orson’s doctrines were wrong? Or was
it, instead, an argument with his reasonably certain self
that his own doctrinal insight, untutored as it was, was
nevertheless a more accurate reflection of the divine
nature than the systematically-thought-out
speculations of the educated scholar? Should he be
considered a generous man because he put dozens of
children not his own through school, or a skinflint
because he adamantly refused to raise the wages of some
young men he had employed to survey for the
transcontinental railroad? Should he be thought of as a
financial wizard because he was one of the most
successful businessmen in Western America, or as a
failure because so many of his enterprises--th.e
manufacture of iron, the manufacture of sugar, the
colonization of southern Nevada, and the Deseret
Alphabet--were unsuccessful?
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I want to make one final observation. My reading of
pioneer diaries, letters, and other available documents
has impressed me with the nobleness of the lives of
many individual Latter-day Saint men and women--
persons who, despite suffering and anguish, remained
faithful to their highest ideals. These included converts
from abroad who joined the Church and were disclaimed
by their parents, brothers, and sisters; women who
remained with the Church though they had to give up
the security that would have been provided by their
unfaithful husbands; people who courageously stood up
for righteous principles despite society’s opposition;
persons such as Oliver Cowdery, B.H. Roberts, and
Andrew Jenson who had similar difficulties with
stubborn personalities or unwise bureaucrats inside the
Church; Florence Jacobsen, who kept fighting for what
she knew was good for the Church; Sterling McMurrin
who remained sweet and supportive despite certain
Authorities’ objections to some of the beliefs that he
expressed and knew to be unwelcome.

The pioneers’ capacity for being courageous in the
face of disaster, smiling in the face of disappointment,
persisting in the face of failure, and standing up for right
and principle are worthy of our remembrance. I think of
Robert Gardner who heard his name called from the
stand to go on a colonizing mission to southern Utah to
raise cotton. He was to start "right away." He reported
in his personal history, "I looked and spat, took off my
hat, scratched my head, thought, and said, "All right."
He goes on:

The next day l went to the City and saw George A.
Smith in the Historian’s office. He laughed when I went
in, and said, "Don’t blame anyone but me. The President
[Brigham Young] told me to get a list of names suitable
for that mission, sol thought of you for one, and thought
you would be willing to go if called, so I put your name
down. If you don’t want to go, step to the President’s
office and ask him to take your name off the list and he
will do it."

I said, "I expect he would, but ! shan’t try him. I have
come to find what kind of an outfit is wanted and when
to go."

He said, "This is the kind of men we want." So he
advised me, if I could sell out to good advantage, to take
one of my families and go down and make a start. So |
came home and worked to that end. | left a hired man and
my son William, a boy fifteen years old, to gather the
crops. I traded for a span of mules, and started on my
mission the 12th of November 1861.

Whatever his personal shortcomings, and he certainly
had some, Robert Gardner was a Latter-day Saint worth
remembering.

I think of Sariah Louisa Chamberlain Redfi, the
grandmother of President Marion G. Romney. Sariah
was the daughter of Solomon Chamberlain, who had
been one of the very first persons to read the Book of
Mormon and join the Church, and had been an 1847
pioneer to the Salt Lake Valley. Sariah, from the age of
nine, had to look after her aged father during his last
years, once rescuing him from a flood. After his death
she supported herself by going from house to house to
do spinning and weaving. Ultimately she joined a
household as a plural wife and gave birth to fourteen
children and reared them to be industrious citizens and
faithful Latter-day Saints.

I think of Mary Rollins Lightner who, as a girl of

fifteen, risked her life to save the printer’s signature
sheets of the Book of Commandments; of Drusilla
Dorris Hendricks whose husband was gravely injured by
the Missouri mob and who, despite her personal
revulsion, allowed her son to join the Mormon Battalion.
I think of Ephraim Hanks who discovered too late that a
company had gone from Salt Lake City to rescue the
Willie and Martin handcart companies of 1856 and who,
despite the danger of freezing to death alone in the
heavy snow, took off alone to help out in some way in
that valiant rescue effort. I think of Jacob Hamblin who
placed himself in front of the gun of his captain to save
the life of a poor and helpless Indian. I think of Helmut
Huebner, an idealistic young German who knowlingly
endangered and ultimately lost his life in a struggle
against a force he recognized to be evil. There are many
examples of such heroism. They help to assuage one’s
own disenchantment, disappointment, and frustrations.
They help one forget the blindness of certain
self-important people in our history and keep in mind
instead the many humble and valiant disciples who have
practiced the pure love of Christ.

Life is inevitably complex. People are not always
predictable, and organizations, even the Lord’s church,
are not always benign. The reporting of our history, if
readers are to have confidence in it, must reflect these
ambiguities and complexities. Just as important, we
must demonstrate our true love for those who have
questions, who are perplexed by certain aspects of our
history, who are disturbed about a few personalities and
policies. While being true to our own sense of integrity
we must help others be true to theirs, without becoming
bitter against those with punctured illusions who seem
to enjoy the bad truths more than the good truths. We
must practice warmth in our personal relationships with
people of varying degrees of faith, belief, and practice.

I believe, with Brigham Young, in doing the best we
can and leaving the balance to God. We must not become
cynical; we must not become morbidly preoccupied with
some of the unsavory elements in our peoples’ history. If
our history furnishes examples of man’s inhumanity, it
also furnishes examples of man’s humanity. We should
not hesitate to mention both. Both ancient and modern
scriptures make clear that God is fully aware that he has
to depend upon imperfect human instruments in
accomplishing his divine purposes.

Let my repeat an observation made by the renowned
Roman Catholic theologian, Hans Kung: "The neglect of
trt~thfulness leads to hypocrisy, but the exaggeration 6f
truthfulness leads to destructive fanaticism." We must
guard against both. Let us here resolve that our histories
will be marked by thorough research, superior writing,
and the display of the true spirit of Latter-day Saint-ism.
Just as drama effected catharsis of the soul for the
ancient Greek audience, may our history give us and our
readers another experience, another soul, new
understanding to guide us as we attempt to learn more
from the Mormon experience of the past.

Editors’ Note
This is the text of a talk given at the 1983 Mormon History Association in
Omaha, Nebraska.
LEONARD ARRINGTON is the Lemuel Redd Professor of Western
History at BYU and former president of the Mormon History
Association.
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continued from page 5

at least not the kind of Christians the
rest of the league members were.

In a more recent incident, the national
news carried a spot about the opening
of a Mormon temple in Atlanta and
along with it a comment by a
Protestant minister discussing points
in Mormon theology with which he
disagreed and additional comments
about whether Mormonism was a
cult. (With the advent of Jamestown,
the Rev. Moon, Hare Krishnas, and
the like, being identified as a cult is
the ultimate curse from mainstream
religion. However, one might hearken
to anothe~r observation that a cult is a
religion without a power base.)

At any rate, these incidents have
prompted a number of observations.
First of all, I doubt that these
responses represent the mainline
Protestant attitude toward Mormons
but rather a minor if vocal element in
conservative Protestantism. They do,
however, indicate a vast ignorance of
and fear of Mormons which exist
outside of the world of Zion, an
ignorance not unlike that which many
Utah Mormons have about other
denominations.
Second, there is a similarity between
Mormons and these conservative
Protestants in the exclusiveness which
they both encourage. The hardcore
Biblebelt Protestants are convinced
’that they have a corner on the truth
and that those who do not accept that
truth as they see it are wrong (at best)
or perhaps even bound for eternal
damnation.

Mormons believe in the revelations to
Joseph Smith and in continuing
revelation to their particular Prophet;
they are the true church. Others are
not.

That kind of exclusiveness, indigenous
to most Christianity, is emphasized to
varying degrees in different Christian
sects. Practiced to extremes, it
breeds ignorance and intolerance.

The intolerance can take the obvious
form of the events noted above, or it
can take a more subtle form. I
recently heard a non-Mormon woman
on a local talk show discussing her
relationship with her Mormon
neighbors. One of them had
commented to her that she was so
family oriented that she should be a
Mormon. A non-Mormon friend of
mine who dotes on his five daughters
reports similar comments from
thoughtless friends.

There is an outrageous presumption
in such remarks that Mormons--or
whoever--have a corner on the

market when it comes to close family
life. The denomination or the virtue
might change, but the attitude
permeates much religious feeling.

A recent Sunstone Foundation-
sponsored debate featured a BYU
professor and bishop and a local
Baptist minister debating the question
of whether Mormons are Christians.
The substance of the arguments
seemed to be that the Mormon said
"yes" because Mormons practice
Christ-like behavior and the Baptist
said "no" because of specific
theological tenents such as the nature

of God and adherence to certain
historically Christian creeds.

All of this has the feel of arguments
about how many angels can sit on the
head of a pin. Although it may
prompt lively and at times even
intellectually stimulating debate on
the nature of man and the world in
which he lives, I think it more often
leads to the kind of intolerance noted
earlier. It really doesn’t matter how
many are on the head of the pin. It
does matter that they are willing to
share it. It may be the only pin there
is.

ssues of Intimacy

REDIRECTING MY FINGER
Marybeth Raynes
After being a therapist for a few
years, I rarely encounter an entirely
new situation anymore. But
recently, to my delight, I did. A
couple, who have been and are very
active in the Church and who have
had severe marital problems most of
their seventeen years of married life,
came for help about the decision to stay
married or to divorce. Nothing new
about that. But their approach to
telling me about their marriage was.
For the first time in my experience,
each spouse discussed at length what
he or she had done to cause the
problems that exist between them. I
was amazed. Each had some personal
insight, each took responsibility for
his or her part of the dysfunction, and
neither blamed the other.
It had not always been that way. A
recent crisis had scared both of them
and each had since spent days of
excruciating self introspection. Of
course, the problems did not stop with
their insight. But their awareness
provided an excellent foundation for
working with the problems at hand.
Or I can change the nature of the
relationship so that the issue or
problem is deleted from my
interaction with that person.
Rearranging schedules, doing less of
certain kinds of things together,
deciding not to talk about a certain
issue except at safe times--or never
again--are all possible. With this in
mind, my definition of a good
marriage at this point in life is:
Sharing and celebrating all of the

points in our lives that we have in
common, exploring areas of new
agreement and interaction (on new
activities or old problems), and finding
ways to slide past each other with as
little conflict as possible in areas
where we disagree. Accepting that we
do not have to agree andinteract on
every idea or event brings a freedom
to celebrate what we do have without
allowing the conflicting areas to
contaminate what we enjoy. A final
possibility is to discontinue or take a
"leave of absence" from the
relationship. In some situations, this
may be the easiest solution. But in a
marriage, a family, or with long term
friends this is very difficult and often
doesn’t work. Still after a long trial of
trying to change yourself, not
demanding change of the other, and
following the above two alternatives,
that option may be important to
consider. Several Church authorities
have agreed that even though the
Church deplores divorce, it does not
demand that genuinely unhappy or
severely conflicted couples stay
together. Colloquially stated, we are
not required to sweat out an eternal
marriage. However, and paradoxically,
thinking through the idea of
dissolution sometimes reveals areas of
agreement and accord and renews the
desire to change what is causing
difficulty.

Happily I’d like to report that my own
efforts at changing myself instead of
wanting someone else to do all the
changing has had marvelous results. !
find myself able to care more about
other people as I find myself wanting
less to change them. The generous
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outpouring of love and concern I feel
from friends, family, colleagues, and
acquaintances has been rich testimony
that non-demanding loves works
wonderfully. The couple who came in
pointing their fingers only at
themselves are also finding marriage
somewhat more satisfying. The
struggle isn’t over (it never is), but
their commitment to change
themselves is starting to unravel some
long tied knots in their relationship.

Realistically when two people are
changing, the course is not predictable.
Relapses occur easily during stress or
crisis. Recently remarried, I found
myself during the two weeks before
the wedding (although positive,
weddings are a crisis like any other
major change) telling my fiance, now
husband, how he could make me feel
better when I was particularly tired or
overloaded. Then I realized that my
requests were really asking him to
take the responsibility for making me
happy. I was shrugging off onto him
what was essentially my own job.

Changing ourselves often works
magic and overcomes the other
person’s resistance to change. But
not always. When change seems
impossible, I still have several
alternatives.

I can accept the problem as ongoing
but not disruptive to the relationship.
Essentially, I agree to disagree with
the other person and affirm that the
disagreement is not central to my
relationship with him/her. We can
build on other things. Many members
married to non-members have chosen
this solution and have found a peace
that always actively expecting a
temple marriage will never bring. An
important note: giving up an
expectation does not mean giving up
hope; it simply means giving up the
sense that it is my right to have it
happen, giving up making myself
unhappy if it does not happen, and
giving up forecasting sudden relief or
change.

Most of the time, however, when ~
change the direction of my finger and
point it at myself long enough to
realize how I am contributing to the
problem a lasting, satisfactory solution
occurs. How do I do it? (First an
important disclaimer. It is not easy and
I am not always successful at first.
Sometimes it takes months of
practice.) First of all I must develop
the right mind set. How | point my
finger at myself is crucial. I can
damage myself as much by being
negative as I can others. I shouldn’t
threaten, sermonize, nag, or blame.

Beyond that, I must give myself credit
for having good motivations but
sometimes poor methods in
interacting with others. I can pinpoint

this in others. For example, I see a
friend’s habit of constantly reminding
his family members about upcoming
get togethers (even though all have
efficiently kept appointment books) as
a way of saying, "I love you, I want to
get together, I don’t want anything to
happen so that we will miss out on a
good time" (good motivation). But
his style communicates "I am not sure
if you can keep track of events by
yourself" or "lam not sure if I am
important enough to you for you to
remember me on your own" (poor
method). Similarly I need to learn to
recognize such shortcomings in myself.

Finally, I must expect to change at
least as much as the other person.
This willingness helps rule out self
interest as the only motive for
wanting the other to change.

After these preliminaries, I try a
number of things. I ask other friends
(safe ones at first!) to describe how
they see me in a problem situation. I
ask the person I am having the
problem with. Most partners are quite
willing to tell you what they think
you are doing wrong. But | need to
learn to ask for the right information,
for specific, concrete details about
actions, voice tone, facial expression.
Going back over the memory of a
certain event sometimes helps. I try to
piece together the sequence of the
problem interaction. I run it over in
slow motion in my mind. For example,
what do I feel and then say after he
says such and such. And then, what
does he say or do after my statement
or action? In sum what is the effect of
my words and actions on others, not
just my intentions.
Next, and tougher yet, I take my
budding awareness to my partner or
friend and share what | have
discovered and what I want to change.
As risky as this part is, it is often the
most rewarding. With couples I
counsel and in my own relationships, I
have found that talking through the
sequence of a problem and its under-
lying motivations in a non-judgmental
atmosphere often provides important
breakthroughs in seemingly endless
problems. Meeting the other half way
is a more enticing invitation to
change.
Whatever the initial reaction of
others, a continuing commitment to
change myself regardless of what the
other person does is important. Even
if the particular problem in the
relationship isn’t solved, I generally
feel better about my own life and
often my other relationships will go
better.
Probably their most crucial discovery
was that it is fruitless to demand that
the other person change. I agreed.
Since we have no direct control over

anyone’s actions but our own, we can
only change ourselves.

Unfortunately, although we give lip
service to the idea in Mormon culture
that only the Lord--or the Holy
Ghost--can change a person’s heart,
we spend a good deal of effort trying
to change other people in our wards,
in our families, in our circle of friends.
The milder methods of sermons and
logic (discussions of good reasons to
keep the commandments, why an
eternal principle is true) often escalate
to threats and ultimatums (lasting
sorrow or grief, loss of family in the
eternities, hurting our family or
friends) when change doesn’t occur.

Sometimes these methods seem to
work. A person is moved by a sermon
to transform his or her life; a new
reason or logic for a desired behavior
makes sense and clears the way for
change; a threat scares someone
enough to "clean up his act."
(Although not easily visible, generally
the person who is threatening is more
scared than the person he or she is
trying to frighten.) But however
effective they may seem at times,
negative methods are essentially high
risk tools. Resentment, guilt, or other
negative feelings often come back
towards the person applying the
pressure. The relationship may suffer
in the process of "just trying to
help"--a poor trade off in most cases.

The old tale about the argument
between the wind and the sun
illustrates the ineffectiveness of force.
Each argued he could get a man to
take his coat off. The wind tried first,
using force. The man only clutched
the coat more tightly to him. The sun
provided comfort and then warmth,
and the man readily took off his coat.

What works then in getting a person
to change? In relationships between
adults or peers, basically nothing. (I
am excluding discussion about
relationships between adults and
children because I think there are
some important exceptions to my
following points.) I can invite but not
demand change. The best | can hope
for is to influence a person in an area
in which he or she already wants to
change. The irony is that many people
already truly want to change parts of
their lives or personalities that I may
want them to change. Most people are
pretty hard on themselves and can
compose quickly long lists of undesir-
able qualities. Many feel stuck with
behavior that is as obnoxious to them
as to others. By discovering an area a
person wants to change and then
using positive methods such as
example, reasoning, modeling,
empathy and encouragement,
environment for change is created.
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ON THE .CONSTITUTION AND
THE FAMILY: FROM STATUS
TO CONTRACT
Jay S. Bybee
In the January 1983 Michigan Law
Review, former BYU law professor
Bruce Hafen, now President of Ricks
College, published a substantial article
on the relationship between the
Constitution and the family. Entitled
"The Constitutional Status of
Marriage, Kinship, and Sexual
Privacy--Balancing the Individual and
Social Interests," the article suggests
some interesting legal, cultural, and
historical issues.

Hafen first refers to the historical
shift from what are called Status
rights to Contract rights--first
described in the last century by the
English jurist Sir Henry Maine. "The
movement of the professional
societies has . . . been distinguished
by the gradual dissolution of family
dependency and the growth of
individual obligation in its place," said
Maine. "The individual is steadily
substituted for the family, as the unit
of which civil laws take account."
Hafen further elaborates this theme.
"The individualism of Contract
assumes that each person acts
pr’irnarily in his own interest. Under
Status, however, it was assumed that
people would act for the good of the
order in which they held membership
and from which they derived their
status." Echoing Maine, he continues:
"The commitments of close kinship
and marriage represent the last
modern vestiges of Status as a source
of duty."
Few legal rights or duties are now
determined by Status, so the concept
may be difficult to understand at first
Basically, reference to one’s status in
the family (or some other group) at
one time determined the rights one
held or the duties one owed. For
example, under English common law
the eldest son held a preferred, if not
an exclusive, claim to his father’s
lands. A second example may be
found in the law of evidence. Since

one purpose of Status categories was
to preserve the sanctity of the
marriage and family relationship,
husband and wife--"one flesh"--were
treated as a single legal entity, and
one spouse was disqualified from
testifying against the other spouse
concerning any marital communi-
cations.

Remnants of Status rights and duties
can also be found in decisions such as
Pierce v. Society of Sisters in which the
Supreme Court struck down a
compulsory public education law in
Oregon. The Court stated that
parents and guardians "have the
right, coupled with the high duty, to
recognize and prepare [the child] for
additional obligations." (I might add
that an analogous example of Status-
created rights and duties is found in
D&C 83:4 which states that "children
have claim upon their parents for
their maintenance until they are of
age.")

Duties created by Status fulfill the
needs of the family--even when
performance of such a duty would
arguably not be in the immediate self-
interest of one of the members of the
family. Generally rights and duties
created through Status are
determined by history and tradition.
In contrast contract rights and duties
are created by individuals, acting in
their own self-interest.

The problem, as Hafen identifies it, is
that when our society moves from
recognizing both Status and Contract
to recognizing only Contract, it
eliminates rights and duties which are
necessary to our society and can only
be preserved by maintaining some
Status categories. The stability of our
free society depends upon the
transmission of traditions and values
which cannot be passed on by
contracting to inculcate morals and
discipline.

Hafen then reviews the most recent
Supreme Court decisions affecting the
status of the family, including topics
such as illegitimacy, foster parents,
marriage, children’s rights, abortion,

and sexual privacy. Hafen concedes
that in general the Supreme Court
has sought to preserve the protected
status of the family, but he wonders
whether the very fact that the U.S.
Supreme Court is deciding these
questions is not itself an indication of
the shift from Status to Contract.
The Constitution was designed to
insure individual political rights.
The emerging legal trend which
considers domestic relations (once left
to state courts) constitutional rights
matters threatens to reduce marriage
to a mere contract to associate.

Some constitutional scholars, such as
Harvard’s prominent Laurence Tribe,
believe that the future for families
lies in individual autonomy and that
the State will liberate "the child--and
the adult--from the shackles of such
intermediate groups as family." In
contrast Hafen believes the enactment
of the Constitution did not do away
with the legal status of the family.
"The silence of the Constitution on
the entire subject of family does
not tell us that marriage and family
were unimportant to the founders; it
tells us, rather, that the Founders
consciously accepted the regulation of
family life embodied in the civil
legislation. They did not view
individual rights arising from family
relationships--though there were
many--as political liberties needing
protection by the Bill of Rights."
Hafen defends the need for a dual
system in which notions of
enlightened self-interest inherent in
Contract will be balanced against the
societal benefits to be derived from
family rights protected through
Status. "The opinions of the Supreme
Court . . . suggest that despite all the
individual rights rhetoric, most of the
Justices still tacitly believe they are
maintaining a family tradition based
on kinship and marriage, designed to
contribute ultimately to a productive,
but separate individual tradition." He
warns that "[w]hether the historic
relationship between the two
traditions can continue to be mutually
productive is a more open question
now than it has ever been before."
Thus he concludes that duty--
represented by Status--and liberty--
represented by Contract--are "two
poles on a single construct" and that
the divorce of "liberty from duty is to
impair the search for freedom, no
matter which extremes we pursue.
The totalitarian state has divorced the
two, as duty to the collective has
become everything. The anarchistic
libertarian would divorce the two, as
the unrestrained and self-fulfilling
pursuit of personal liberty becomes
everything.’"
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